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Hilde Knorr 

PAVAN FOR A PIONEER 

THEY WERE GOING to honour the pioneers. The descendants were to be 
served as a side-dish, with I-wouldn't-have-know-you and how-you-have-
changed poured over as a sauce. The restored photographs were to be 

compared with the faded originals and saddened over because no-one, except 
the old, believes that the person in the young skin and the person in the 
aged one are really the same. 

All the speakers had been contacted and by this time had envisaged them
selves in position . . . "so we meet to unveil this plaque to those who served 
this mountain so well and so unselfishly . . . contributed so much to our glorious 
heritage . . . I am prou-oud to be asked to speak on this great . . . the noble 
men and women of the past . . ." 

"We must not forget old Jock," said the Committee, "no direct connection, 
but one of the old stock." But not as if old stock were better quality, but 
rather as though it were reduced for the great stocktaking sale. The Com
mittee made faces at each other, both to show what they thought of old Jock 
and to spread thinner the responsibility of asking him. 

The morning of the honouring day was so beautiful as to seem exclusive. 
Nothing could be more lovely than the height of the mountains and the 
fragrance of the air. The birds were gone wild with it, and underneath their 
song the almost unheard voice of the river soothed hearts without their knowing 
it. They were even glad for the blue of Paterson's Curse which, having crept 
and crept to cover the narrow no-man's-land of the slagheaps left by the gold 
dredge, was throwing a starshell or two into the pastures of the valley floor. 

The prime mover of this particular honouring cause rang EUie, a visitor 
from the city who had been infected by history only the day before, and asked 
her to please call and see if Mr Brice had left. 

"He was to get a lift into town with the priest—no, he's not—he was to 
catch him as he went past, but he might have missed him because the priest 
didn't know and he travels like a bat out of hell. Between Masses, you know. 
And he'd be disappointed—old Jock I mean. Do you think you could?" 

EUie, running her hand up and down, up and down, the textured blue nylon 
of her stocking, was sure of that but apprehensive of the whole day. 

"Oh, yes. I'll call, of course. But I wouldn't like to take him up the 
mountain. You know I'm only a new driver, and nervous." She would rather 
not have a man to shiver and shake in the back. The eyes of a man would 
affect her shoulderblades. But she could manage a woman—if necessary. 
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"Oh, old Jack's morals are alright now, I guess," replied the prime mover, 
"and, anyway, we can work that out later when we all meet. You can't 
mistake old Jock's place. Rather untidy. Things on the veranda. I'd be 
very much obHged." And hung up before Ellie could protest as to her meaning. 

Slacks, she thought. I'll wear slacks, though perhaps I should have asked 
if anyone would mind. But I don't want to go up my first mountain in hat 
and gloves. 

Actually, she wished to stand out a little in the crowd. She felt no real 
need yet to dig herself into eternity with ancestors. But she persuaded her 
friend, Teresa, to wear slacks, too. 

Along the road from the hostel, whitefaced bullocks grazed the strips, their 
calm, objective gazes fixed totally on food, their ripe silken rumps presented 
indifferently to Elbe's hesitation over them and other matters. 

"Did she say left or right? I think she only said we couldn't miss it. Do 
you think I was selfish to say I couldn't take him up the mountain? I mean 
the roads are probably windey. Do you think I'll be alright?" 

Teresa replied in the manner of those that are having a free ride, while 
thinking that, after all, there are no free rides. You took one, regardless of 
whether someone had the characteristics of a manic depressive or a suicidal 
paranoiac because you wanted to go somewhere without paying money for it. 
She said re-assuringly. 

"You'll be alright. I wouldn't go with you if you weren't." And let a 
minute elapse before she added. "It's funny how you worry. Remember 
Alexander, how he drove? He was so mild usually and yet such a hellhound 
when he took the wheel! Yet you drove with him, too. Remember how he 
used tô  go shooting out of side roads, and you'd only say, 'Oh, Alex, you 
shouldn't. It's wrong?'" 

"Yes, well, we didn't see the danger till it was past, I suppose. Now I 
anticipate it." And Teresa could see her mind running up the mountain and 
looking over steep drops and dragging round hairpin bends. 

"Look, stop! I think that's it." 
"It must be." She still had to almost count the actions of stopping, one, 

two, three, four. 
Teresa felt it was her duty to be obliging. 
"Shall I go up and see?" She was already doing it. 
The small brown cottage confronted the road squarely from a distance of 

sixty feet. On both sides and the back it was framed by a square-set dead 
orchard, the upper of whose branches were green with" fungus and whose 
b-unks were stripped of bark. A half-dozen angular goats explained the con
dition disconsolately amongst the thousands and thousands of bottles and cans 
and squashed cardboard cartons. A tank with the marks of leaking water 
painted rustily on one side sagged weakly over broken ribs on the other 

The arthritic gate was further tormented by a tight and knotted chain. 
Teresa jiggled at it and gave herself up to getting through the barbwire fence 
Keeping on eye on the goats without having any idea of what to do if an" 
preached, she walked up the path which led to the veranda Her eves ffS 
lowed it, straight through the straight passage of the house, straight up anothe^ 
path to a small buildmg with an open door, a seat and a rusty can n e r o h S 
against the sharply rising hill. The morning sun shone down the passageway 
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of the house bisecting it slantingly, emphasizing its emptiness. The goats 
watched with scuts standing stiffly and beards wiggling. They stamped their 
feet but made no move towards her. 

She paused at the veranda's edge. A marmalade cat crawled from the debris 
and leaped away, looking back once, fearfully. Two orange and grey kittens 
poked their heads out from beneath a pyjama leg and complained of an in
terruption before they licked the rim of milk from their mouths. 

An old mattress had let its stuffing go, and the flock had made full use of 
its liberty to wander into every corner, to stuff what cracks were available in 
the floor and to lie against every nearby tuft of dried-up grass. Amongst it 
and on top of it as it mingled with cardboard boxes, tins and bottles and a 
full quarter loaf of bread, lay various articles of men's wear—a pair of braces, 
several shoes, the pyjama pants, a singlet with a sleeve gone, a pair of 
trousers with one leg off at the knee, socks turned together at the top to make 
pairs, an old jacket and a teacup half on its side with milky tea still in it. 
And on a line fastened to the last of the veranda posts and one of the dead 
trees, a flannel shirt and two pairs of fuU-length underpants were plumply filled 
by a confiding breeze. 

Teresa hesitated. It was perhaps wise to knock or there would be too much 
explaining to be done; an offer to come back might have to be made. She 
hesitated in case she was bidden to enter. But all was still. 

Still. The house reassured her, it was so still. She stepped up and knocked. 
It was so quiet that a mouse came out of a hole not three feet from where 
she stood and licked at what was in the bottom of the teacup. It licked like 
a cat, hollowing its tongue. Teresa knocked again. Her hand seemed wooden 
on the wooden doorpost, and the echoes were not dead before she was running 
down the straight path, most glad to get away from a world where a mouse 
could be so bold. 

"Incredible," she said, smoothing out the place in her trouser leg where the 
barb had caught but not torn. "A cup and a mouse and cats and rubbish, oh, 
everything—but no Mr Brice." 

"I thought you were game. All those goats. I'm glad we don't have to take 
him up the mountain—Mr Brice, I mean. He must smell. And it would be 
one more distraction." 

"Yes, of course." Once more the automatic answer. Still more awful to 
be a pioneer, though. That old toilet sitting up like that. We're so different. 
We couldn't be expected ever to go back to it. Why does it make me feel 
guilty? 

The river, too, winding away on the left, was rather more sophisticated than 
of old, but still able to flood its banks. 

The citizens had arrested the old mining town, which they were entering, 
and somehow confined it. It was cut off in character already from the slag-
heaps and shafts and sagging gaol, which presented themselves indifferently. 
The imported trees and the tourist bureau said. Talking of now, come and 
stay. 

Here at the bureau. Miss Ellie Hampden, Miss Teresa McMahon and Mr 
Jock Brice were introduced. 

They were looking down a little, though neither was tall, because he was 
so bent from the hips that he could have been strung across like a harp. They 
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were looking down on a face so scrubbed as to appear to have been boiled 
clean, on eyes of brilliant blue, on a so-white nylon shirt and a pressed dark-
blue suit and shoes of immortal blackness. And they were looking into two 
sets of dentures with brown borderings of amply sufficient width to compen
sate for fifty years of gum shrinkage, which said after pleasantries, "I am 
going around to see my niece. Would you be so kind as to tell the pnme 
mover that I can be picked up there when she comes." He was sure that, 
after the honoured, the first place was his. 

One by one the cars departed for the mountain. The hats and gloves would 
scarcely remember to look down, for it was more fascinating to watch the 
car gobble dov^m the bitumen like an insatiable circus clown. Ellie went 
too, at last, having undertaken to carry the lunch so that her spirit might 
not vnthdraw. After all the curves were not so acute, one could stay in second 
gear and console oneself with perpetual chewing. 

And the top was worth it. All those balancing rocks. And hanging. And 
the distance. Oh, my dear. And chicken for lunch. 

There were others in slacks, but holidaymakers, saying well, Australia, was 
it really developing a sense of history at last? Yes, but I sometimes think why 
didn't they leave it to the blacks, even though of course its magnificent up 
here, but you feel so isolated. And when I think of Devon now. Spring and 
the violets and the primroses marching away over the hill, and beyond that— 
and when one thinks of the smell of the evening in Europe—and those ugly 
Australian gums so endlessly going on and on—yes, my dear, but you mustn't, 
it's all in the attitude, there are people all over the world weeping for gum 
trees, and olive trees, and palm trees in deserts. Yes, if you're wise you will 
stop that bleeding from the pruned branch, oh, Margaret is forever moaning, 
well anyway we don't have to be pioneers, the tragedy of the thing is that 
if they had only waited for the technological age, they could have done it 
much better and quicker—and cheaper. 

It really is a divine day, up here the air, don't you think? Oh, heady! 
Until they stopped drifting aimlessly and drifted towards the chairs which 

became rows of hats, and to the left over rocks which became legs. 
"The Honourable the Member for Heliotrope needs no introduction, eh, 

John?" 
"If the brave pioneers who we meet today to honour could look down on 

us now (and I, yes I for one, believe they can) they would find their full 
reward in knowing that their memories would be kept forever green by this 
bronze plaque which we are presently going to unveil." 

The daughters were visibly affected and it was with memory. Mother, I 
wonder what they would say if they could hear you singing, "I will take you 
home, Kathleen", with that goddam sentimental organ. Or hear her say, "Marry 
someone who can keep you comfortable, Mary". But it would spoil it to have 
them know that her ghost is probably some twelve thousand miles away, having 
tea perhaps in Coronation Street. ". . . ladies and gentlemen, I am' deeply 
touched by this tribute, more deeply than I can say. Although I live so far 
away, my memories take me back again and again to my childhood days 
few know as well as I do how brave of heart they were—perhaps only those 
few children of the pioneers who remain . . ." 
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And the Committee as one, so their eyes informed each other cautiously along 
the row, remembered that they had not seen old Jock Brice. 

Their eyes went ferreting among the crowd, everywhere, even watching the 
Men's in case he should come out there; but presently admitted that he had 
been forgotten. They grew uncomfortable and it was a relief when the little 
cord was pulled and the plaque came into view and it became an anti-climax 
for them to remain. 

"Can you imagine him waiting?" said Ellie to the prime mover, "waiting, 
waiting, waiting all the afternoon. What if I go down now and tell him it 
was all my fault, I should have picked him up, because I'm the only one 
he can't really blame." She was paying for the hospitality that way, and trying 
to ease her conscience, too. 

But, after all, her hopes of escaping without being involved with other cars 
were lost because the TV people were busy across the road, photographing 
the handpicked and important young girls and their escorts, all on slim horses, 
shiningly groomed, riding in off the track that someone's grandfather had blazed 
with a packhorse. They had only been able to ride on a mile of it. 

It was a pity that it would not come out in colour with all those bright 
reds and blues and yellows, but of course we are well behind with TV in 
colour, but after all, when you remember that the daughter of one of the 
pioneers was here today, well we are a young country. 

This they said until there was a folding up of tripods and a disconnecting 
from posts, so that at last the cars came down the mountain all together, 
springing to life in the twilight like a festive snake. Down in the darkening 
valley the last visible smoke from wood fires went up three hundred feet 
before dispersing and the farmers began to talk of some universal 'she' who 
would be a frost in the morning. 

Quite a few people waited outside while Ellie went in to see old Jock. 
The niece at the door was shivering in the cold air, but she took fire easily 

for aU that. "He isn't here. He started to walk after awhile. He was afraid 
of being left and he said Mrs Payne would have to pass him. I told him, as 
I've told him all along, the whole thing was a lot of rot anyway. But he was 
that determined. He said if he had thought of it in time he would of gone 
over the old track just to show you all with your cars what the pioneers were 
made of." 

Cars were running in all directions and enquiring but Jock was not at home, 
nor could be found abroad. Someone came forward who lived near there and 
had seen him near the old track. And, now she came to think of it, he was 
out of sight very quickly. So, then he was somewhere up the mountain. And 
would have to be got out. 

It was cold, clear and starry with no moon. In the tall timber it was 
dense black. Making ready to go in at both ends of the track, the searchers, 
looking in towards tbe blackness from the circle of headlamps that seemed to 
penetrate such a short way, drew their hands up into their sleeves and 
hunched their shoulders as they seemed to feel the cold in the old man's bent 
body. And separately in the silent bush they flinched back a little further from 
the whipping bushes because his face was thrust so far forward. 

The faces of those who waited were also robbed of unessentials. Speech 
tended to sound fatuous to the speaker and delight was robbed from teacups 
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in the comfort of cars. Ellie and Teresa felt they had no right to be there 
and would have no hearts if they went away, so they sat on, smoking, till the 
ashtray was full and the cigarettes ran out. 

Long before a mudguard was seen to be ashine with frost, long before the 
two search-parties met, old Jock got into bed. He had had a very comfortable 
evening, actually being asked for all the stories with which the locals had been 
too familiar for years. 

In the afternoon, having reached the point where the left fork of the road 
turned off to the mountain without being overtaken by anyone he knew, he 
sat down and rested until the time pointed out to him that he had indeed 
been overlooked. Angrily, he took the road home. 

It was not until about four o'clock that an American couple, towing a 
caravan, picked him up. It was too late to cross the mountains and he directed 
them to a beautiful secluded spot by the river. They were pleased, and com
passionating his obvious exhaustion, they gave him a drink and then another. 
With two drinks in he was a very good storyteller for people who had been 
bored and disappointed by a lack of local colour. And such an old man with 
his senses still about him made their fifty years sit on their shoulders like a day. 
They felt heroic in undoing the harm that had been done to him, and a little 
smug with superior understanding. In the States he would not have been 
treated that way. So that he was waned and dined and wined again until 
his teeth became too unmanageable altogether and he was set down at his 
ovsm front gate. The goats got up and stretched themselves and escorted him 
to his door. 

He put his best shoes away and hung up the blue suit in the wardrobe. 
The rest of his clothes dropped to the floor. Then he sat on the side of the 
bed and took his teeth out, moving his jaws from side to side and up and 
down in a cracking ecstasy of relief. 

The wireless, which was plugged in with the overhead light came on 
accompanied by plenty of static. He heard blurrily that a liner was down 
in flames at New York Airport, that there was unrest in Rhodesia, that a 
man was lost somewhere on a mountain. That caught his interest for a 
passing moment. "Silly bugger," he said, running a finger round his gums, 
"Why they go in bush when they do' know how get out?" 

He looked around the room. Everything in order. He liked it tidy, all 
clothes away, wardrobe shut. Thats it. He was just getting in to bed when 
he saw the pile of underclothes on the floor. Messy. 

He made a last effort. He got off the bed and tossed them all, one by one, 
through the open window, on to the veranda. Then, just before those two 
women from the city drove past on their way back to the hostel to pick 
up cigarettes, tranquillizers and warmer clothes, he switched off the light and 
got into bed. 

10 
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Ethel Webb 

WELCOME HOME 

A s HE SWITCHED OFF the ignition, John heard his wife's voice through the 
open glass patio doors. It was her usual sort of high pitched nasal squeal 
and he flinched involuntarily, his mouth taking on a sour-lemon expression. 

Marion, Mary-an, she pronounced it, somehow making everything worse. 
So the Literary Discussion Group is still at it, he thought, glancing down at 

the watch nestling in the thicket of grey hairs on his massive wrist. It's ten 
thirty. They'll shove off soon. He stretched and leaned back in the station 
wagon, waiting until the gaggle of gibbering intellectuals should leave his 
house. He heard the tinkle of coffee cups and smelled the hot coffee. It made 
him hungry and he regretted the steak sandwich he had eaten in the Bar, 
thinking of the dinner he might have had. 

Then Marion's voice. "Now I must kick you all out. The Bear will be here 
soon and it'll take me an hour to wring him out." 

"The Bear." His eyes narrowed and his lips drew back in a snarl. His 
fingers were claws as they clung to the wheel. "I'll kill her. So help me. I l l 
kill her." Then suddenly he felt sick; sick with the beer, with Marion, with 
himself. Something inside him kept saying, "Get out. Get out." 

That's it, he thought. I'll get out. I'll go. Now. Leave Marion and the 
clubs and the societies and the committees and the Bach Festival and all the 
mumbo jumbo, mincing, prancing lot of it. Savagely he jerked the car out of 
the drive. I'll go to Sydney. Lots of people in Sydney. She'd have a job 
picking me out of that mob. I can work. Any old job. I'm fit enough if I keep 
off the beer. Then he smiled, a bright-eyed wolfish grin. I'll go to a plastic 
surgeon and get my face changed. She'll never find me then. No divorce. No 
alimony. No John Peters. 

John was annoyed when the Captain of the aircraft came and leaned over 
him as he lolled in the luxurious sleeper seat. 

"Mr Peters? The Air Hostess tells me " he paused, embarrassed. "We 
like our passengers to enjoy themselves, Mr Peters, but you mustn't sing any
more, especially those songs; there are ladies aboard. And I've instructed the 
Hostess that you're not to be served with any more liquor." He turned on his 
heel, a tall man, broadened by the gold epaulettes. 

John hunched down in his seat. He glared round at the other passengers, 
all ostentatiously asleep. As big a mob of prudes as Marion collected, he 
thought. Then he grinned. None of them could know he was celebrating—one 
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grand, final fling. His bright eyes searched for that little bit of an Air Hostess, 
but she primly looked the other way. 

With a sigh, John settled down to sleep. If I snore, he thought, so much 
the better. Serve them right. 

Dr Gratton darted a questioning glance from beneath his half-closed eye
lids. "On the run?" 

"Hell no! Never been in trouble with the Police in my life." 
Dr Gratton stuck out his jaw. "People run away from all sorts of things, 

not necessarily the Police." 
"Not me!" John sat up straight in his chair, shadow-boxed, flexed his muscles 

to show readiness to face up to anything. 
"Why then? Why do you want me to change your face?" 
"I've got this twin brother, you see," John lied. "He's not the sort of bloke 

anyone would want to be mistaken for." 
"I see." Dr Gratton was dubious. "It's expensive." He paused, "and painful." 
John shrugged. "I can pay. And I'm tough." 
"Five hundred pounds?" 
John flinched. It would clean him out. In his hurry to leave Marion he'd 

made no financial arrangement, but he did have his cheque book. On his 
arrival in Sydney he'd drawn out every penny in cash and deposited it in 
his new name, John Loftus. It was his stake in the new adventure, the new 
life. If he had to spend it all on plastic surgery . 

"Make your money easy, don't you?" he said casually. 
Dr Gratton took it calmly. "Not at all. Years of medical school, years of 

walking the hospitals, overseas experience; long hours, not much pay, no social 
life. Anyone can do it, given the brains and the skill and the sense not to take 
a dead end job at fourteen for the sake of a few pounds a week." 

John bristled. "I'm a qualified electrician." 
"Good for you. You think your skill and experience are worth something?" 
"But five hundred pounds!" 
"Hospital bills. Theatre fees, anaesthetists, drugs, dressings, my work. It 

will take several operations over a period of some months. And as I said, it 
will be painful." He stood up. "You don't have to go on with it." 

John gripped the edge of the desk. "Oh yes. Yes please. I must go on with 
it. It's my only hope." 

The next few months were a fog of blood and pain, agonising stitches 
put in, and worse, taken out; the acrid antiseptics, the sickening anaesthetics, 
the uncontrollable impulse to rip off the bandages and escape from the cool 
white prison. 

The crescendo died at last and he was free; free to look for work, his money 
gone. 

"Sure, we need a senior electrician," The man in the blue overalls turned 
towards him. "Be here at eight o'clock tomorrow." He turned back to his 
work. Then he called after John. "Bring your tickets with you." 

John forced his suddenly flabby muscles to keep him walking. Tickets All 
his credentials were left behind in the house with Marion. They were in his 
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own name, John Peters. The new John Loftus couldn't present them anyway. 
He was finished. 

Impulsively he walked to the Grange Hotel near Mrs McCauley's boarding 
house where he had a room. Over a lonely beer in the Bar he swallowed 
his shock. He couldn't work as an electrician, that was plain. He'd have to 
look for something else. 

"You'd better look for something else." The foreman handed over the 
anaemic pay envelope. "You're just not fast enough on the machine. You're 
a bit old to take up factory work." 

John walked through tbe gates of the box factory, stuffing his splinter-
speckled hands deep in the pockets of his shapeless trousers. 

How many lost jobs did that make? He shook his head slowly. Near the 
bus stop he saw the sign, "Strong Man Wanted". He smiled wryly. He was 
a man, anyway. The months in hospital had somehow sapped his strength. 

All the afternoon he loaded sacks of flour up on to a succession of trucks. 
Even with the hook they gave him he could scarcely lift them. Near knock-
off time he fell and the bag he was carrying split. John looked up from his 
bed of spilt flour, "I'd better snatch me time, mate," he mumbled. 

The huge foreman rubbed his hand down the front of his navy blue vest 
and nodded. He turned without a word to make out a pay chit. 

At the Grange Hotel that night John heard the rumour. "They are short 
of barrovinmen at the new High School site." Barrowman! Wheeling concrete 
up a ramp. That was sinking a bit low, but it was still better than that job 
at the Tannery he'd heard about. 

Next day Sam, the foreman, looked him over. "I'll take you on trial for a 
coupla days," he said between mouthfuls of liverwurst and tomato sandwich. 
John watched every bite greedily. Mrs McCauley served only breakfast and 
dinner. Her boarders were all workingmen and were not expected to be home 
at lunchtime. John had been too stiff and exhausted to get up early and had 
so missed breakfast and there had been no cut lunch for him, or if there had 
someone else had taken it. Not much loss, he reflected; corned beef sand
wiches with a trace of pickle, a dusty sultana cake, perhaps a spotted apple. 

"What time?" he asked. 
"Start at half past seven—contract's behind. If you're late you're out." 

Sam looked at John again. "If you can get anything else, old timer, take it," 
he said kindly. "This is hard work and you have to be quick or the concrete 
goes rotten. Look," he said suddenly, "you can start now if you like, after 
lunch. See how you go. If you can do the work, come back tomorrow." 

Old timer, John thought rebelliously as all afternoon he trundled barrow-
loads of concrete up the ramp. The tricky part was tipping it neatly into the 
formwork for the columns. He was trembling with fatigue when the whistle 
blew. 

"You're awful slow." Sam remarked as he was putting on his coat. "You'll 
have to be faster tomorrow, we'll be pouring the first floor slab." 

At least he didn't tell me not to come back, John thought, more cheerful 
after a couple of beers at the Grange Hotel. "Anyone want to play darts?" he 
called. 
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The rotting wood in the window frame gave up its last memory of moisture 
as the heat gained momentum for yet another summer day. 

John reeled as he sat up too quickly, already late for work. He grasped 
the edge of the flimsy bamboo table beside his bed, and ran the fingers of 
his free hand through his greying hair. 

"Breakfast." Mrs McCauley shrilled up the stairs to rouse her half doz:en 
'workingmen' boarders. "Come and ge-et it." 

He retched at the very thought. Porridge, and pinkish sausages in a pool 
of fat beside lumps of grey bacon. 

He lurched to the mirror, groped for his shaving gear, his legs and back 
aching as much from the lumpy bed as from wheeling barrowloads of concrete. 

Refreshed from the shave, last night's beer receded sufficiently for his eyes 
to focus on Dr Grafton's handiwork. He traced with his forefinger the lines 
of the scars, wincing with remembered pain. "If I'd known," he muttered 
grimly, "how much it would hurt, I'd never have talked that money grubbing 
doctor into doing it." It hadn't made much difference really. He looked a bit 
like a brother of his former self—there was still a strong family resemblance. 

Dressing clumsily he felt in his pockets for the remains of his pay. With 
thick fingers he counted it into his roughened palm—nine shillings and five 
pence. Enough. He could last till Friday, two more days. If he walked to work 
he could afford a packet of cigarettes and the thought cheered him a little. 
"Then," he murmured, "if I go without the cigarettes I can have a beer after 
work." He swore at the memory of Dr Gratton impassively offering a cigarette 
the day he went to explain that the fee, now grown to seven hundred pounds, 
was more than he could pay. He sucked in his lips and hunched his shoulders 
in disgust at the thought of the two pounds he still posted every week. "Prob
ably buys his cigarettes and his wife's too." 

His lips drew back in a bitter smile. "At least I don't have that problem. 
No wife. And you could say that the two pounds a week to the doctor is a 
kind of alimony." 

At the building site he slipped in behind the other workers and grabbed a 
barrow before the foreman could bawl him out for being late. 

The concrete dust stung his eyes and clung in a gritty, burning film to the 
sweat on his body. He was choked with it and began to cough while he 
waited for his barrow to be filled from the mixer truck. 

"Keep the thing still, can't you?" the driver shouted as he pressed the lever. 
The load of concrete slid dovra the chute and slapped into the barrow. John, 
still coughing, held it with only one hand. The wheel turned slightly and 
some of the concrete splashed out on the ground. Furtively, he scooped it 
back with his hands. 

"Tip it out!" came a frenzied yell from the Supervising Engineer. "Tell 
that man to tip it out! Put that barrowload in the job and I'll stop the pour!" 

The foreman rushed at him, his face showing red through its film of grey 
dust. "Tip it out, Loftus! Tip it out!" 

John looked round stupidly. 
The foreman shook his arm. "You're Loftus, aren't you? Tip it out!" 
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John sighed. Loftus. Of course. For a moment he thought longingly of his 
now useless electrician's tickets in his own name, John Peters. "Where? Where 
shall I put it?" 

The foreman turned back impatiently. "On the ground. Anywhere so long as 
it's not in the job." 

"Why? What's wrong with it?" 
The foreman looked as though he'd like to punch him. "You scooped it up 

off the ground. That's what's viTong with it. Do it again and you're out. 
You're too slow anyway." He raced back to where the Engineer was watching 
the men with the vibrators. 

So it went on all day. "Too slow!" "Not there!" "Don't chuck it in like 
that!" "That man's putting dirt in the forms!" "Hurry!" "Hurry!" "Hurry!" 

The end came late in the afternoon when, reeling with fatigue, he let his 
barrow swerve off the first floor ramp and fall. He looked down and saw it 
lying on top of its load of wet concrete, a splattered heap on the ground floor 
slab. Beneath it, he knew, was the special dust finish the Architect had just 
inspected and passed. 

He turned in time to see the foreman coming at him with a shovel. The 
other labourers sniggered, but the Engineer yelled "Come back here, Sam. 
This reinforcement isn't right. You'd better get it fixed by the morning if you 
want to pour that section tomorrow." 

John trudged through the streets, itching, sweating, arguing with himself. 
It had happened again. So what? It had happened before. Tomorrow he'd 
look for something else. Perhaps they stiU had that job at the Tannery. And 
after the Tannery, what? He rubbed his forehead with his grimy hand, his 
mind an aching bruise like his body. 

"A man's a fool!" he broke out. A fat woman pushing a green shopping 
trolley raked him with dark eyes full of distrust. She hurried on, walking a 
little faster. 

He stopped in the middle of the pavement as a vision of dinner at Mrs 
McCauley's swam before him. He could see it, smell it, taste it; the lukewarm 
mutton chops, the yellowed cabbage, the lumpy potato. He remembered the 
apple, cooked with too many cloves, covered with a tough blanket of custard, 
and the tea, battleship grey. 

Comparing Mrs McCauley's dingy, steamy dining room with Marion's so 
bright and fragrant with good cooking, brought him to a halt. 

"A man's a fool," he whispered, his head bowed. He saw the frayed cuffs 
of his trousers, the cracked, dusty boots, and for a moment, remembered his 
other, well dressed self driving a blue and white station wagon. "Yes. A 
man's a fool, all right." 

Impulsively he turned towards the Grange Hotel, only half aware of his 
need to submerge his misery in the impersonal companionship of anonymous 
men. 

"I could have a pie," he thought defiantly, glaring round at the crowd 
scurrying towards the subway. 

A slight smile crossed his craggy features. "Might get a game of darts." 
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John lumbered up the steps of the Grange Hotel. He looked at the easy 
chairs in the foyer and the lounge and every aching bone tried to steer him 
towards one of them. If you're poor, he thought irritably, you sit on a hard 
chair or a bench or on your bed. 

Suddenly he heard the pitched nasal squeal. "Hello, John." 
He whirled, at bay. 
She patted the chair at her side. Obediently he slumped into it, his back 

and legs melting into the magical softness. He gazed at her, and no words 
came to his mind. 

Marion looked at him coolly. Her grey eyes took in every detail, tabulated 
it, filed it for future brandishing. 

"You look pretty seedy. Had some plastic surgery, I see. Not very successful. 
I could have given you the name of a good man, if I'd known. Still, there's 
not much they can do, bar alter noses and chins and lop off ears and such. 
They can't alter the way you walk, or the click in your right knee, or the 
way you hold your head tilted slightly to the left because you're a bit deaf 
in one ear. They can't alter those hands." She took one, and turned it over, 
examining the calluses and the broken, filthy nails. Dropping it without com
ment she went on: "It was stupid of you to pay for your air ticket with a 
cheque." She leaned forward. "You were always so regular, John. If you liked 
a hotel you'd go there until they pulled the place down. It was only a matter 
of time till I found you." 

She rose and gathered her stole, her bag. She dropped her gloves. As he 
bent to pick them up she said, in that same high pitched nasal tone audible 
all over the hotel. "You might as well come home, now that the game's up. 
It's more comfortable and the pickings are better." 

His stiffness made it difficult to rise and she put out a hand. "I've missed 
you, John, as you've missed me, I'm sure. There's been no one to hate." 
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Howard Gaskin 

AN OLD MAN'S SUMMER EVENING 

THE WHITE FUNNELLED STEAMER cut slowly ovcr Bcbcc bay and left hardly 
a ripple to show that she had passed. The gulls that wheeled up from 
the city screamed in ugly welcome and circled her once or twice before 

streaming away in wide arrowed lines to the Black Sea. She was unladen, high 
in the water, and her squat derricks cast long slender shadows to the shore. 

Old Alexis watched her from the hillside above the castle of Rumeli Hisar, 
and when she almost disappeared behind a point he raised his glasses and 
followed her outline past Santa Sophia and Galata to the mouth of the Golden 
Horn. 

A Russian cargo ship, he thought, and waited a little longer to see if she 
would dock, but the last streaks of blood-shot sun dissolved behind the heavy 
cumulus and the city became suddenly dark. 

He strained his tiring eyes but he could no longer see the boat, or even the 
shape of the dock. Yet there on the hillside high above the city there was 
still sufficient light to see to gather his belongings scattered during the day. 

Firmly, stiffly, he walked down to the spot where the bus was waiting. He 
was the last to board as always and he hung by a strap by the door all the 
way to Istanbul. He saw the water in flashes between the houses and although 
he knew each tiny beach and upturned boat he would not turn his eyes away, 
hoping perhaps for some other, different glimpse. 

The night had not completely fallen when he arrived, but already the 
street-lights glared and the people had gone from the boulevards. Even the 
beggars had gone; scattering away to mosques and bazaars and the darker 
winding alley-ways on the six hills of the city. 

He thought of the daytime heat trapped in his tiny room, of the sticky 
meal that he must cook, and of the city's suffocation. 

He looked across at the sands below the esplanade. Surely there was a 
breathe of wind out there? He stepped across the road. 

The night crept very slowly over the straits, impeded by the glow of phos
phorescence, and brought with it the coldness of the sea. He had turned up 
the collar of his jacket and thrust his hands deep into his trouser pockets, but 
he could not ease the pain in his aching back where the glasses-case banged 
in awkward rhythm with his walk, and his old legs stiffened. 

He should have brought a hat, he knew, or a scarf at least, but he had 
forgotten that now he felt the cold. It came, he thought, from the summer 
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night storm that flashed and twinkled over the other shore, beyond the hills 
behind Uskudar. 

At first he walked without thought, and then his unsure steps strengthened 
with purpose and he came to the foot of the hill where he had camped that 
morning. There was no protection here from the wind that ran straight and 
cold from the Russian Steppes and there were no lights to show his path. 
Already he had walked further than perhaps he meant. 

The Bosphorous that had seemed so green and warm by day leaped a little 
in the air as though to welcome in the clouds that rolled heavily down from 
the north, and near the beach it raced along in waves that splattered against 
the cold wet sand. 

He thought he needed rest and found a low stone ledge. Staring across 
the water he wondered if perhaps some ship would come by, or a tug and 
barge at least. The glow from the Asiatic shore seemed dim to his tiring eyes, 
but still he watched the water in between, noting the change of each wave 
and crest. There were no ships within his arc of view. He might have sat 
for hours, he could not know for he had no watch and the moon had been 
eclipsed by cloud. Later, he felt numbness spreading from his seat on the 
moss down to his legs and up to his thin stiff neck. He kept on watching, 
thinking perhaps that the water was rising a little with the wind. 

It seemed to him that he had no strength when he came to climb across 
the ledge and back to the path, but he thought only that perhaps he had sat 
too long. His legs were tense and unsteady and his back was aching where 
he had bent for protection against the wind. The water had risen even more, 
throwing an icy spray which dribbled from his hair across his face, salty on 
his tongue. 

Once on the path, he found that it was raining. He should have brought 
a hat, he thought again. 

From high on the hill above he had often looked down on a small cafe 
that seemed well sheltered behind a bulge in the cliff. He could not see it 
now but knew that it was there, just around the corner. 

It was a difficult walk for him, although the distance was so short. The 
case against his back was heavier now and the strap cut into his shoulder 
blades, so he carried it in his hands. 

The wind had grown stronger, pushing hard against him, and his chest felt 
cold and tight. 

As he walked he kept his eyes on the ground, concerned only with each 
step he took, and with each step he sensed the Bosphorous as it leaped around 
him. It crashed dovra on the esplanade, dwarfing him as it rose into the sky, 
and then fell back, just short. 

He might have taken the path through the chff to the tar-macadam road, 
but it was steep and dark, with sHppery twisted trees and boulders and twigs 
that scratched. 

He would rather be with the water. 
He reached the cafe at last and cowered against the wet stone wall for a 

moment, gasping for breath. His clothes were soaked clean through and the 
stinging rain and spray ran freely down his frozen body. Looking away from 
the building he found he could no longer see the Bosphorous but only white 
waves of spray that hung queerly in the sky and then fell in a rattling shower 
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He stayed watching for a while as they rose higher and higher and fell closer 
to his feet. 

He pushed at the cafe door and it creaked above the wind, then flew open. 
At that moment he felt, or sensed something awesome at his back. 
The room glowed warmly and the night behind him was cold. Caught 

between the two he turned only his head. 
One wave had swallowed all others. 
When he saw it first it did not seem to move, but hung in terrible majesty, 

challenging even the hills of Istanbul. There was none of the green phos
phorescence that he knew, no darting tongue of froth upon its crest. It was 
smooth and black and solid as flint. It crept upon the esplanade, not crashing 
down with impotent force as the others had done but enveloping, devouring. 
It sucked into itself the cold wet sand, the wood and concrete of the firm 
wide path, and the slippery twisted trees, and rolled on higher to the castle 
of Rumeli Hisar. 

Turning back it made the first sound, tearing, gargling, hissing venemously. 
There was nothing left of the path by which he had come, and he would 

have died if he had been there still, but thinking that this was not the work 
of the Bosphorous, he smiled. 

The lights were not lit in the small cafe but tables and chairs were set 
around the single room and an oil fire flickered warmly. He sat beside it, 
resting his head in his hands. The rain and the sea sprayed loudly on the 
roof but he did not hear them. 

"Well Seyh—it is you at last." He woke and shook his still damp head. 
"I do not think I know you." He answered slowly. 
A bright lamp flared before his face and at first he could not see. When 

a figure took form he saw a young man, he was lean and strong with wide 
staring eyes and a laughing mouth. 

"I work here, in this cafe." He said simply: "I see you every day up on 
the hillside, but you have never come down, old man." 

Alexis nodded. "Every day." 
Water rumbled suddenly on the roof and fell from the eaves with a roar. 

The young man waited until he could be heard, and then he said. "That was 
a terrible wave just now. I saw it even from the kitchen at the back." He 
paused. "A tidal wave perhaps—I have heard of such things." 

"It was not the Bosphorous." Alexis said softly. 
The young man looked at him sharply, and saw that he was half asleep. 

"No," he said. "No, perhaps not." And tben his smile returned. "Tell me old 
man, how many did you see today, from up on the hill? We had a little busi
ness here today since the weather was fine—and I did not see to count." 

The old man flushed with pleasure and said carefully. "There were thirteen— 
no, fourteen with the Russian cargo boat. The others were fishing craft." 

The young man nodded, as if he knew the pleasure in counting boats. 
"There are never many at this time of the year." He hesitated and would have 
gone on, but he saw the old man's head dropping. 

"You would like some coffee, and a glass of arak perhaps?" 
It was a statement really and Alexis merely nodded. "I come to watch them 

every day, always—since I was a boy." His head fell a Httle lower. "It is a 
long way—from the city every day, but I come." 
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Quietly the young man left to fetch the drinks. 
"I count them now as I did as a boy. I see all that happens on the Bos

phorous, every day . . ." His eyes caught the glow of the fire and he watched 
the flames as they leaped higher against the glass. The water rattled on the 
^oof. „ 

"You were bound to come today of course—one would need shelter. The 
young man set the drinks down carefully. 

"I went for a walk. I should have brought a hat." The old man sipped at 
the scalding coffee. He sighed gently. "It would have been much too hot at 
home though." 

"Too hot! In winter?" The young man laughed. 
"Winter?" Alexis was perplexed. "But there is no snow, the days are warm. 

It cannot be winter! I would know." 
"It must have crept up on you, old man." The boy—he was a graceful 

boy—knelt to tvidst at the knobs on the fire. His voice seemed disconnected. 
"The dark comes quickly now, haven't you seen?" 

Alexis said dully. "The darkness? Yes, I suppose so. My eyes are not," he 
hesitated, "not quite what they used to be." He reached for the binocular 
case, fondHng it with cold horny hands. 

The young man went away and Alexis sipped at his drinks. The fire was 
very much higher but he could not feel its heat. He laughed softly to himself, 
remembering the young man's words. 

'It must have crept up on you . . .' 
He left a note upon the table, next to the empty glasses. Standing in the 

open door with one foot just outside, he called out: "I could walk clean 
round to the Black Sea when I was young—clean round to Kilyos!" 

The cold wind whispered through the open doorway, playing round the 
empty room and tugging at his clothes. There was no reply from the kitchen 
for the young man had not heard. 

The water was raging green again when he set out and his stride was a 
little longer, but he tired quickly and he left his glasses-case at Yenikoy and 
rested quite a while at Tarabya. A little longer than he had meant, for when 
he stumbled on to Bulyuk Dere his back was frozen straight and his chest 
was iced and tight. 

After Byuk Liman—on the last of the stretch to Kilyos, he rested again on 
the path, and his head curled down like part of the stone on which he sat. 
The water was at its widest here, sparkling green near the shore. The spray 
that leaped above his head was fine and white, settling lightly on his silver 
hair. 

Out from the land, quite far out, a small wave jumped soundlessly, and 
did not fall back. And it jumped again and grew. 
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Marian Eldridge 

PATERSON'S FLATS 

LOCKING HIMSELF IN THE bathroom's neat suburban safety, Paterson sulked. 
Women! Deliberately the old man avoided the plug, poking his fingers 
one by one under the gushing tap. "Remember, father, only to the bath

room and then straight into bed," his son's wife had fussed when she came 
in to strip his bed and found him standing by the window, staring down at 
Colin's concrete lawn. "We'll do just what the doctor says, darling, and we'll 
be back on our feet in a flash." Soapsuds trembled through his flngers. On 
his feet, she said. Didn't she know he'd been trying his whole damned life? 
If at first . . . He sucked his gums with excitement as a scheme suddenly 
suggested itself. Steadying himself against the handbasin, he thrust out his 
jaw at his enlarged image in the shaving mirror: Today he would beat that 
bed. 

But hurry. Teeth—he fumbled them from their beaker, wiping them across 
his lapel before plunging them into his gums. He grinned. She would have 
approved . . . eat with your teeth in . . . shave every day— shave! He glanced 
uneasily at his razor. If he hung around any longer Margaret would have 
finished his bed and his scheme would be ruined. Hang shaving. 

In his haste to escape he brushed against the passage walls and the door
way of his bedroom. "Sit down, father!" panicked Margaret, dropping a heap 
of bedding and pushing him into the chair by the window. "I'm so sorry— 
I haven't quite finished ." 

"Beat you, did I?" grinned Paterson, easing his old bones into the comfort 
of the chair. Its foam cushions sighed with success. This was the life, here by 
the window. Above the high brick wall that his son Colin had built to shut 
out the roar and thrust of the traffic, Paterson could just glimpse the sky. 
It was full of stones. Stones were a sign of good soil, they said, if you waited 
long enough. Not an acre of sky could he ever see from that coffin his bed. 
When Margaret turned around and saw how much happier he was out of it, 
the dear kind girl would gladly let him stay up for his aktavite and—^his chest 
hurt with cunning—by drinking the foul stuff slowly he would have all the 
morning to sit watching that old dog the wind at work. "He'd a'been a cham
pion only I never got round to training him right," he muttered. Margaret 
looked at him kindly. There was such a bustle and bleating in his ears that 
her voice grew distant, like Kate's thin shout from the house to the yards 
when she'd want something, "I'm out of wood!" or "Dinner time!". 
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"Bother, I've forgotten your aktavite," Margaret was saying. Aktavite! Why 
couldn't she let him be? "But I've brought you a surprise, darling. Look.' On 
his plate was a slice of orange cake instead of the usual dry biscuit. The dear 
kind girl. His jaw trembled greedily. He wished she would go away so that 
he could take out his teeth to eat it. 

Something held her, however. "You didn't manage your shave this morning, 
father," she pursued him. "Listen darling, I have a wonderful plan. Why dont 
I shave you each morning after breakfast?" 

Paterson's eyes bulged. Let a woman shave him! "I - I - I -" He began to 
cough. 

Margaret made a little rush at him. "Dear, now I've tired you keeping you 
out of bed. Lean on my shoulder ." 

Bed! His bellow came out as a whisper. "What about that ." 
"Of course, father, rightaway—but are you sure you can ." 
"Aktavite!" 
"Yes, father." In the doorway she turned triumphantly. "I told you the taste 

would grow on you!" 
A bus drummed along the street, or in his head. They were forever pushing 

him, Margaret and that doctor. Bed! He dropped his lip. The pillows sat like 
a tombstone, the green blankets, with the sheet turned down like a nudge 
to get in, were as thick and springing as new grass, as—Paterson jerked for
ward—as Klepl's river flats! The rye grew kneedeep, the clover bloomed. But 
where were the cattle? He stuggled to his feet. He knew: in his grandson 
Timothy's bedroom, in a box called "Farms et". Painfully the old man set oft' 
on his second long walk that morning. It was a crying shame the way young 
Klepl understocked those flats of his. Paterson was forever telling him so. 
Time and again he'd put off whatever he was supposed to be doing, planting 
those bloody poplars in a new washaway, or burying a couple of milkers that 
had died of bracken poisoning or swallowing stones, in order to stroll over 
to his neighbour's for a yarn, cornering the boy wdth his advice until young 
Klepl was forced to take his foot out of the mounting stirrup and listen. 
"Never mind what anyone else tells you. Will, you're the boss now. Those flats 
should be carrying twice the stock you've got." "Yes but it says here " 
and Klepl would quote some newfangled nonsense from Farm and Home or 
The Weekly Times. This stubborn streak in the younger man maddened Pater
son: "Now if 7 was running those river flats " But Klepl would twitch 
his long hands, sHding his eyes like tea in a saucer. "Ar, she'll be right, shell 
be right." That she made Paterson's heart pound his ribs in rage as with fingers 
thickened like artichokes he grasped what he could of Tim's farmset. Anyone 
could see it was Mary Klepl who ran the place. What else, when the woman 
spent her life beside him, riding every inch of the property, going to auctions, 
planting out seedlings as fast as he turned the garden beds, prodding Pater
son about that saffron on their boundary fence? She'd have been a pretty 
girl, dressed up and silenced, if it had ever struck her to seek Kate Pater
son's advice on women's fashions. Of course, it was Will Klepl who did the 
actual talking: "I'll come over and give you a hand with those thistles, Pat. 
Thursday suit you?" Pinned down, Paterson would agree with bad gracej 
fancying he felt her influence in the background, like a bloody conscience . 

. . . "What are you doing hanging about instead of getting on with it* I'd 
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like to know? You mark my words " (She was forever at him to mark her 
words—but twice down the passage was a fair effort, mother, and Tim's bed 
cradled him.) "In my day young people didn't moon about under their better's 
feet, they hopped in and helped " glancing at her empty woodbox " 
or they improved their minds " flinging her hand towards the cherished 
old books of her girlhood, those treasures he was always meaning to read 
" or they went courting. You mark my words, the world mirrors a man's 
face. Have you washed yours? Got a clean hanky?" He'd forgotten, of course, 
"Don't polish your shoes on your cuffs! You never think of me feeding and 
dressing you all these years and you chasing after that Kate what's-her-name 
every other minute and nothing but a dirt floor in my kitchen! Eh? Eh? Your 
father would turn in his grave." And of course she was right. He could never 
argue with her. Seizing an axe he would flee into the gully where a small 
creek ran more swiftly each winter, in order to ring-bark a few more of the 
straggling old gums along its banks that in later years he tried to replace with 
poplars. Damn her! damn her! as he gashed the sappy wood. It was his 
farm, wasn't it? His life? She wasn't the only one who dreamed of the thin 
stony hills turning themselves into a parkland. As for Kate, let her sit there 
in her fine room at the schoolhouse with her gloves and her parasol and her 
best hat! She had no hold over him. And if she fancied that he owed her an 
explanation—"But of course I understand how it is on a farm, love!" cried his 
dearest Kate. "And my afternoon wasn't wasted a bit—look I made you a 
scarf." 

Oh wonderful, perfect Kate! She called the road "the street" till the day 
she died. He had been lucky. "Of course you're too busy to put a floor in the 
kitchen," she soothed. "Though I do think it's horrid of Will Klepl to insist 
you and he net your boundary fence when everyone knows rabbits are part 
of a farm. Now I've heard of a carpenter who could do the whole floor one 
weekend. I'm amazed at your mother—But if he's too expensive " 

"No of course not," Paterson lied. 
"And then I'll repaint the kitchen. And throw out all those old saucepans. 

Oh I have such wonderful plans!" 
So much energy . . . Memories flew against the old man like moths . . . 

His boots thrown off in her kitchen. New bread. Kate kneeling in her garden, 
her hand suspended above the soil and a seedling limp in her fingers. Him-
seff leaning over the back gate, watching her. He wasn't too keen on garden
ing himself, fiddfing about with seedlings he had to get in before the roots 
dried out and then chasing after weeds that sprang up thicker and faster 
than whatever he'd planted, especially after that time he dug in barrow-loads 
of rich rotted-down sheep manure from under the shearing shed. Poor Kate 
could hardly bring herself to touch the soil after that. 

He smiled wryly at other memories . . . Kate creeping out at daybreak to 
the cold stove. Himself opening his eyes one time just as she slipped her 
nightdress over her head, so that, although he wasn't in the habit of staring 
at her as she dressed, her gaze held his until he was sure that when she 
moved she would run to him, falling back into the warm bed as though she 
had all the morning to give him. And why not, he argued. Why should she 
come only at night, the last thing after setting for breakfast, shutting the 
stove, chaining the dogs, like some sort of sleeping draught? He stirred im-
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patiently as she hesitated. What was she waiting for? Just as he moved to 
fling back the bedclothes, her voice startled him: "You mark my words—^you 
mark my words " so that to save Kate from indiscretion he cried harshly 
"Get your clothes on, woman! You'll freeze to death!" For a moment her eyes 
burned him, then she plunged into her clothes as though she too felt the 
presence of a third person, fleeing into the safety of her kitchen while he 
huddled under the warm inertia of blankets. Hang the overdraft, he would 
buy her that piano. She deserved that. Hadn't she grown up amongst lovely 
things? The kind she had wanted—^he really would read those old books, 
those treasures. He would Suddenly there was Kate at his shoulder, saying 
in a perfectly normal voice, as though he had just woken: "I've brought you 
your cup of tea, love. You work so hard once you're up, you stay there to 
drink it." Funny how he never resented Kate's little domestic tyrannies! Love 
curled around him like the steam of his tea. Kate knew how to look after a 
man. He lay in bed until the cows' anguished bellowing at last forced him out 
to the milking shed. Damn it, he'd wasted half his morning in bed. She would 
have prodded him out hours before! 

Clutching Tim's farmset, he began his slow return down the passage. Kate 
wouldn't like animals in his room. Swish! swish! with her mop. Hadn't realised 
farms were so dirty, she said; couldn't bear the smell of his boots. Swish! 
swish! "Don't walk on the floor, love!" As though he would dare! . . . 
But all the same a floorboard in the passage creaked 

"Is that you, my poppet?" called his daughter-in-law from her kitchen. 
"Timothy? What are you doing?" 

The blood bolted in his ears. Don't let her push you around, son! But she'd 
beaten him every time. 

"Did my poppet remember his teeth this morning?" called Margaret. 
With dull rage Paterson levered his teeth from pocket to mouth. Always 

onto a bloke! . . . "Tickey, eh?" Klepl had said, springing upon him as drearily 
he pulled together two wool-covered strands of barbed wire where his sheep 
had been scratching themselves. He hadn't got around to dipping them that 
year. "Listen Pat, you're fond of advising me. I suppose you've heard those 
river flats are coming onto the market?" 

Paterson shook his head. "No one tells me anything these days." 
"You've lived in the district longer than me. What do you reckon the flats 

are worth? Truth is, I'm thinking seriously of putting in a bid. Crazy, eh? 
Selling ourselves to the bank. But I look at it this way. It's a kind of promise 
I made to myself, to farm a bit of good land one of these days. Bloody hills. 
Cripple a bloke in the end." Paterson nodded. "And take this little bloke," 
Klepl rushed on, his eyes bright with dreams as he looked down at his small 
son. "We've got to think of his future." 

Paterson felt suddenly angry. Didn't anyone think of his future? It hadn't 
even crossed Klepl's thick head that Paterson himself might be keen on 
those river flats. When Klepl, damn him, had at last ridden away, Paterson 
dropped the broken strands of wire and slowly walked back to Kate, half 
listening for the piano that often welcomed him home these days. Paterson's 
river flats. Kate would be pleased. She deserved a bit of good land sometime 
instead of crippling hills all his life. It would mean selling himself to the 
bank, of coiurse. He'd had bad luck lately, carrying too much stock through 
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a trusting faith in rain. He would have to be careful. Sell the piano. No more 
dresses for the girls. And Colin could forget about going away to learn wool 
classing. His hands trembled as he pushed the little animals over the thick 
green blanket. He grinned. The rabbits were as big as the sheep. Soon fat 
cattle grazed kneedeep. He would cut grass hay in the spring. And put in a 
new front fence and paint the name over the gate: Paterson's Flats! She would 
have liked that. He listened in vain for something appropriate from Kate's 
piano—See the Conquering Hero Comes. He'd forgotten that it was washing 
day, that since breakfast time Kate had been boiling clothes in kerosene tins 
on the kitchen stove and carrying them outside to be rinsed in big tubs on 
the back verandah. Late in the day though it was, she had just finished, and 
he watched her as she bailed the last of the greasy water over the brown patch 
they called lawn. She straightened her back when she saw him. Her smile 
and her voice were tired. "Won't it be wonderful when we put in that hot 
water service next autumn? I'm so glad you let me write away to the plumber, 
love. You can't imagine how much I've missed a proper laundry and bathroom." 

He smiled faintly. He could never argue with her. He was beaten before 
he started. She came up to him. "You look sad. Have you been working hard? 
Sometimes I think I should have learned more about farming, gone out with 
you and picked up stones and helped you plant poplars—but so much dirt 
everywhere! I've been scrubbing and polishing for years " 

He began to laugh. He put his arms around her and leaned his head on 
her shoulder, fumbling for words. "You're perfect, perfect. You're all I ever 
wanted of woman " 

Laughing until he was tired. Lffe was too strong for him. He needed a 
shoulder to lean on. Wherever was Margaret? Wasting time in her kitchen. 
She had already forgotten his aktavite once that morning and here he was 
still out of bed. He stood up. He would have to climb in by himself. Pater
son's flats! He sank into the springing clover, drawing the green blanket right 
up to his chin. Sapped of energy, he closed his eyes to the truth: great hills 
and gullies wherever he thrust his legs. 
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PREFACE 
(Emaux et Camees) 

Pendant les guerres de I'empire, 
Goethe, au bruit du canon brutal. 
Fit le Divan occidental, 
Fraiche oasis ou I'art respire. 

Pour Nisami quittant Shakspeare, 
II se parfuma de gantal, 
Et sur un metre oriental 
Nota le chant qu'Hudhud soupire. 

Comme Goethe sur son divan 
A Weimar s'isolait des choses 
Et d'Hafiz effeuillait les roses. 

Sans prendre garde a I'ouragan 
Qui fouettait mes vitres fermees, 
Moi, j'ai fait Emaux et Camees. 
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PREFACE 
to Emaux et Camees 

The Empire at war, and brutally 
Angry guns roared; yet. Goethe wrought 
His East-West Divan undistraught— 
Cool oasis where art breathes free. 

Shakespeare he left for Nisami, 
Scented with sandalwood his thought. 
In Oriental metre caught 
The song Hudhud sighs plaintively. 

On his divan at Weimar, quite 
Detached from actualities, 
He plucked rose-petals from Hafiz: 

And I, like him, windows shut tight. 
Ignored the hurricane's flailing blows 
And wrought Enamels and Cameos. 
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NOEL 

Le ciel est noir, la terre est blanche; 
—Cloches, carillonnez gaiment!— 
Jesus est ne.—La Vierge penche 
Sur lui son visage charmant. 

Pas de courtines festonnees 
Pour preserver I'enfant du froid, 
Rien que les toiles d'araignees 
Qui pendent des poutres du toit. 

II tremble sur la paille fraiche, 
Ce cher petit enfant Jesus, 
Et pour I'echauffer dans sa creche 
L'ane et le boeuf soufflent dessus. 

La neige au chaume coud ses franges, 
Mais sur le toit s'ouvre le ciel 
Et, tout en blanc, le choeur des anges 
Chante aux bergers: « Noel! Noel! » 
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NOEL 

The sky is black, the earth is white. 
Ring out, blithe bells, in loud delight! 
Jesus is born; the Virgin's face 
Bends over him with tender grace. 

No curtains in festoons enfold 
The babe to guard him from the cold; 
But from the rafters trail the thin, 
The threadbare hangings spiders spin. 

On the fresh straw he trembles here, 
This infant Christ, so small and dear; 
To warm him in his manger-bed 
Ox and ass breathe overhead. 

Snow stitches its fringes to the eaves; 
But over the roof high heaven cleaves. 
Robed all in white the angels sing 
"Noel!" to shepherds marvelling. 
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LA DERNIERE FEUILLE 

Dans la foret chauve et rouillee 
II ne reste plus au rameau 
Qu'une pauvre feuille oubliee, 
Rien qu'une feuille et qu'un oiseau. 

II ne reste plus dans mon ame 
Qu'un seul amour pour y chanter, 
Mais le vent d'automne qui brame 
Ne permet pas de I'ecouter; 

L'oiseau s'en va, la feuille tombe, 
L'amour s'eteint, car c'est I'hiver. 
Petit oiseau, viens sur ma tombe 
Chanter, quand I'arbre sera vert! 
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THE LAST LEAF 

Desolate on the naked bough 
In the rust-strewn wood remains 
One poor forgotten last leaf now. 
One last forgotten bird complains. 

Desolate in my breast one last 
Remaining love lingers to sing. 
But brawling Autumn's roaring blast 
Drowns that forlorn sweet jargoning. 

The leaf drops, now the bird is gone. 
Love dies, for Winter grips the scene. 
Come, little bird, and sing upon 
My grave in Spring when trees are green! 
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LES COLOMBES 

Sur le coteau, 1^-bas oii sont les tombes, 
Un beau palmier, comme un panache vert 
Dresse sa tete, ou le soir les colombes 
Viennent nicher et se mettre a convert. 

Mais le matin elles quittent les branches: 
Comme un collier qui s'egrene, on les voit 
S'eparpiller dans I'air bleu, toutes blanches, 
Et se poser plus loin sur quelque toit. 

Mon ame est I'arbre oil tous les soirs, comme elles, 
De blancs essaims de foUes visions 
Tombent des cieux, en palpitant des ailes. 
Pour s'envoler des les premiers rayons. 
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THE DOVES 

On yonder hillside where the dead are lying, 
A noble palmtree waves his lofty crest's 
Green plume; and evening sees the doves come flying 
To seek the sheltered safety of their nests. 

When morning wakes, they leave their branchy fastness; 
As pearls slip sprinkling from a necklace they 
Disperse, all snowy, into air's blue vastness 
And settle on some rooftop far away. 

My soul's a tree where swarm at each day's ending 
White flocks of wild and visionary dreams 
Like doves with fluttering wings from heaven descending. 
To fly away when dawn's first brightness gleams. 
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LA MONTRE 

Deux fois je regarde ma montre, 
Et deux fois a mes yeux distraits 
L'aiguille au meme endroit se montre: 
II est une heure . . . une heure apres. 

La figure de la pendule 
En rit dans le salon voisin, 
Et le timbre d'argent module 
Deux coups vibrant comme un tocsin. 

Le cadran solaire me raille 
En m'indiquant, de son long doigt, 
Le chemin que sur la muraille 
A fait son ombre qui s'accroit. 

Le clocher avec ironic 
Dit le vrai chiffre, et la beffroi, 
Reprenant la note finie, 
A I'air de se moquer de moi. 

Tiens! la petite bete est morte. 
Je n'ai pas mis bier encor, 
Tant ma reverie etait forte, 
Au trou de rubis la clef d'or! 

Et je ne vols plus, dans sa boite, 
Le fin ressort du balancier 
Aller, venir, a gauche, a droite, 
Ainsi qu'un papillon d'acier. 

C'est bien de moi! Quand je chevauche 
L'Hippogriffe, au pays du Bleu, 
Mon corps sans ame se debauche, 
Et s'en va comme il plait a Dieu! 

L'eternite poursuit son cercle 
Autour de ce cadran muet, 
Et le temps, I'oreille au couvercle, 
Cherche ce coeur qui remuait; 

Ce coeur que I'enfant croit en vie, 
Et dont chaque pulsation 
Dans notre poitrine est suivie 
D'une egale vibration, 

II ne bat plus, mais son grand frere 
Toujours palpite a mon c6te. 
—Celui que rien ne pent distraire, 
Quand je dormais, I'a remonte! 
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THE WATCH 

Twice I consult my watch, and yet 
Each time my absentminded eye 
Finds the hands motionless, still set 
At one o'clock—though an hour's gone by. 

Next door the drawing-room clock presents 
A countenance that blandly mocks in 
Mine as its silver bell accents 
Two gong-strokes vibrant as a tocsin. 

Derisively the sun-dial 
Extends a finger like a lath 
To indicate upon the wall 
Its lengthening shadow's shifting path. 

The church-tower states the correct time 
With irony; and the belfry too. 
Pondering its redoubled chime. 
Makes game of me—or seems to do. 

This silly Htde tick—that's it!— 
Is lifeless. Yesterday, my soul 
Adrift in dreams, I failed to fit 
The gold key in its jewelled hole. 

No more the opened case can show 
The balance-wheel's exquisite spring 
Twitching—^left, right—its to-and-fro 
Like a steel butterfly fluttering. 

Just like me! When on Hippogriff 
I ride to dreamland's skyey blue. 
My vacant body goes skew-whiff 
And God knows where it wanders to. 

Round this dumb face Eternity 
Ceaselessly orbits; and with ear 
Pressed to the cover anxiously. 
Time seeks the heart that once beat here. 

That heart—^which infant innocence 
Believes alive, and whose pulsations 
Against our breast find due response 
Of steady, comradelike vibrations— 

Is stilled; but in my bosom its 
Big brother ticks life's seconds round. 
Nothing can distract His wits 
Who wound it up while I slept sound! 
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FUMEE 

La-bas, sous les arbres s'abrite 
Une chaumiere au dos bossu; 
Le toit penche, le mur s'effrite, 
Le seuil de la porte est moussu. 

La fenetre, un volet le bouche; 
Mais du taudis, comme au temps froid 
La tiede haleine d'une bouche. 
La respiration se voit. 

Un tire-bouchon de fumee 
Tournant son mince filet bleu, 
De I'ame en ce bouge enfermee 
Porte des nouvelles a Dieu. 
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SMOKE 

Beneath those sheltering trees there stoops 
A humpbacked shack; 

The walls crumble, the thatch-roof droops. 
The sill's moss-thick. 

A shutter blocks the one window there. 
But as breath writhes 

From steaming mouths in wintry air, 
The cottage breathes. 

A corkscrewing wisp of smoke ascends, 
A frail blue thread: 

The hovel's imprisoned spirit sends 
Signals to God. 
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PENDANT LA TEMPETE 

La barque est petite et la mer immense; 
La vague nous jette au ciel en courroux, 
Le ciel nous renvoie au flot en demence: 
Pres du mat rompu prions a genoux! 

De nous a la tombe il n'est qu'une planche. 
Peut-etre ce soir, dans un lit amer. 
Sous un froid linceul fait d'ecume blanche. 
Irons-nous dormir, veilles par I'eclair! 

Fleur du paradis, sainte Notre-Dame, 
Si bonne aux marins en peril de mort, 
Apaise le vent, fais taire la lame, 
Et pousse du doigt notre esquif au port. 

Nous te donnerons, si tu nous delivres, 
Une belle robe en papier d'argent, 
Un cierge a festons pesant quatre livres, 
Et, pour ton Jesus, un petit saint Jean. 
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DURING THE STORM 

Our boat is small, the ocean vast. 
Waves hurl us up to wrathful skies, 
Skies scowl us back to raving seas. 
Let's kneel and pray by the smashed mast. 

A thin plank holds us from the tomb. 
Tonight, may be, in a salt bed deep. 
Lightning to keep our wake, we'll sleep 
Under a shroud of cold white foam. 

Mother of God, sweet Rose of Heaven, 
To sailors in peril so loving-kind. 
Quiet the seas and hush the wind. 
With your finger push our skiff to haven. 

Deliver us, and we'll give to you 
A beautiful robe of silver paper, 
A fine, festooned, four-pounds-weight taper. 
And a little St. John for your Jesus, too. 
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PAYSAGE 

Pas une feuille qui bouge, 
Pas un seul oiseau chantant, 
Au bord de I'horizon rouge 
Un eclair intermittent; 

D'un cote rares broussailles, 
Sillons a demi noyes. 
Pans grisitres de murailles, 
Saules noueux et ployes; 

De I'autre, un champ que termine 
Un large fosse plein d'eau, 
Une vieille qui chemine 
Avec un pesant fardeau, 

Et puis la route qui plonge 
Dans le flanc des coteaux bleus, 
Et comme un ruban s'allonge 
En minces plis onduleux. 
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LANDSCAPE 

No leaf stirring on its limb; 
Every single songbird hushing; 
On the red horizon's rim 
Intermittent lightning flashing. 

A few bushes scattered round. 
Over yonder; bare walls stretching 
Greyly; furrows almost drowned; 
Gnarled, writhen willows crouching. 

A broad ditch brimmed with water ending 
A bleak field, on this other side; 
A bent, ancient woman wending 
Her toilsome way with heavy load. 

And then the road, steeply dipping 
Into the flanks of the blue hills. 
Like a long narrow ribbon slipping 
Away in undulating coils. 
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LE MERLE 

Un oiseau siffle dans les branches 
Et sautille gai, plein d'espoir, 
Sur les herbes, de givre blanches. 
En bottes jaunes, en frac noir. 

C'est un merle, chanteur credule. 
Ignorant du calendrier, 
Qui reve soleil, et module 
L'hymne d'avril en fevrier. 

Pourtant il vente, il pleut a verse; 
L'Arve jaunit le Rhone bleu, 
Et le salon tendu de perse, 
Tient tous ses h6tes pres du feu. 

Les monts sur I'epaule ont I'hermine, 
Comme des magistrats siegeant; 
Leur blanc tribunal examine 
Un cas d'hiver se prolongeant. 

Lustrant son aile qu'il essuie, 
L'oiseau persiste en sa chanson; 
Malgre neige, brouillard et pluie, 
II croit a la jeune saison. 

II gronde I'aube paresseuse 
De rester au lit si longtemps 
Et, gourmandant la fleur frileuse. 
Met en demeure le printemps. 

II voit le jour derriere I'ombre; 
Tel un croyant, dans le saint lieu, 
L'autel desert, sous la nef sombre, 
Avec sa foi voit toujours Dieu. 

A la nature il se confie 
Car son instinct pressent la loi, 
Qui rit de ta philosophic, 
Beau merle, est moins sage que toi! 
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THE BLACKBIRD 

A bird in the branches shrills his note. 
Then hops, agog with hopefulness. 
In tan topboots and black dresscoat 
Jauntily on the rime-white grass. 

A blackbird: simple songster who 
(For calendars are Greek to him) 
Dreams of sunshine and runs through. 
In February, April's hymn. 

Yet rain teems down; the wind blows cold; 
By yellow Arve blue Rhone is dyed; 
Drawing-rooms, draped with hangings, hold 
Their company fast by the fireside. 

Like judges on the bench in state. 
The mountains sit all gowned in ermine; 
The case of Winter loitering late 
This white tribunal must determine. 

Preening his glossy wing, the bird 
Persists in singing, past all reason— 
By rain, snow, fog quite undeterred. 
Believing in the infant season. 

He scolds the laggard dawn that still 
Lies indolently slumbering; 
And chiding flowers that fear the chill 
Calls urgently upon the Spring. 

Beyond the dark he sees day smile. 
As in some holy place, despite 
Desolate altar, sombre aisle. 
Believers glimpse through faith God's light. 

He trusts to Nature's law, which he 
Divines by instinct strong and true. 
Who scoffs at your philosophy. 
Brave blackbird, is less wise than you! 
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LETRILLA 

Enfant, pourquoi tant de parure, 
Sur ton sein ces rouges colliers, 
Ta clef d'argent a ta ceinture, 
Ces beaux rubans a tes souliers? 

—'La neige fond sur la montagne, 
L'cEil bleu du printemps nous sourit: 
Je veux aller k la campagne 
Savoir si le jasmin fleurit.' 

Pour moi ni printemps ni campagne. 
Pour moi pas de jasmin en fleur; 
Car une peine m'accompagne. 
Car un chagrin me tient au coeur. 
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LETRILLA 
To a Young Child 

My dear, why all this finery?— 
These scarlet beads about your neck. 
This sash where shines a silver key. 
These shoes that ribbons gaily deck? 

"Snow melts now on the mountain-slope. 
In welcome smiles the blue-eyed Spring. 
Out in the countryside I hope 
To find sweet jasmine flowering." 

For me no Spring, no countryside; 
No fragrant jasmine blooms for me. 
By pain my heart is occupied. 
Grief is my constant company. 
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L'ART 

Oui, I'oeuvre sort plus belle 
D'une forme au travail 

Rebelle, 
Vers, marbre, onyx, email. 

Point de contraintes fausses! 
Mais que pour marcher droit 

Tu chausses. 
Muse, un cothurne etroit. 

Fi du rhythme commode, 
Comme un Soulier trop grand, 

Du mode 
Que tout pied quittes et prend! 

Statuaire, repousse 
L'argile que petrit 

Le pouce 
Quand flotte ailleurs I'esprit; 

Lutte avec le carrare, 
Avec le paros dur 

Et rare, 
Gardiens du contour pur; 

Emprunte a Syracuse 
Son bronze ou fermement 

S'accuse 
Le trait fier et charmant; 

D'une main delicate 
Poursuis dans un filon 

D'agate 
Le profil d'ApoUon. 

Peintre, fuis I'aquarelle, 
Et fixe la couleur 

Trop frele 
Au four de I'emailleur. 

Fais les sirenes bleues, 
Tordant de cent fagons 
Les monstres des blasons; 

Leurs queues. 
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Dans son nimbe trilobe 
La Vierge et son Jesus, 

Le globe 
Avec la croix dessus. 

Tout passe.—L'art robuste 
Seul a l'eternite. 

Le buste 
Survit a la cite. 

Et la medaille austere 
Que trouve un laboureur 

Sous terre 
Revele un empereur. 

Les dieux eux-memes meurent. 
Mais les vers souverains 

Demeurent 
Plus forts que les airains. 

Sculpte, lime, cisele; 
Que ton reve flottant 

Se scelle 
Dans le bloc resistant! 
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ART 

Yes, lovelier do works of art 
Emerge from forms that trammel 

And thwart: 
Verse, marble, gem, enamel. 

No false constraints will do? 
True! yet to walk straight choose 

For shoe 
A narrow buskin. Muse! 

Shun easy rhythms, flopped 
Lax as a roomy boot 

That's slopped 
On and off by every foot. 

Sculptor, reject the clay 
That thumb can mould while mind 

's away 
Elsewhere, adrift and blind. 

Struggle with Parian, dare 
Carrara—those hard, fine 

And rare 
Guardians of pure line. 

And borrow Syracuse's 
Bronze where a charm avowed 

Suffuses 
Strokes firm, distinct and proud. 

With delicate-fingered grace 
In a vein of agate follow 

In chase 
The profile of Apollo. 

Flee, painter, that poor sloven 
Water-colour. Use 

The oven 
To fix those too frail hues. 

Make sirens—blue, with Bthe 
Tails multipliciously 

A-writhe, 
The monsters of blazonry; 
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Make Virgin and Child in gold 
Nimbus of triple lobe; 

Set bold 
The cross above the globe. 

Strong art, when all else turns dust. 
Has everlastingness: 

The bust 
Survives megalopolis. 

And the old austere coin found 
By the ploughman furrowing 

The ground 
Reveals an imperial king. 

The immortal gods decay, 
But sovereign verses pass 

The stay 
Even of eternal brass. 

Carve, chisel, file: ensure 
That your vague dreamings lock 

Secure 
In the resistant block! 
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ESSAYS IN FRENCH LITERATURE 
A journal which aims to provide a forum for the discussion of 
aspects of French literature from the Middle Ages to the present 
day. Subscription: $1.50 

UNIVERSITY STUDIES IN HISTORY 
Studies in Austrahan history with some emphasis on the history 
of Western Australia. Subscription: $1.05 

STUDIES IN MUSIC 
A journal which provides a forum for the discussion of all 
aspects of musical thought. Subscription: $1.50 

WESTERLY 
A quarterly review which publishes contemporary Australian 
creative and critical writing. 
Subscription: $2.40 per annum, plus postage: 
20c Australasia; overseas 60c per annum. 

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY 
A quarterly journal which publishes comment and analysis of 
economic activity in Australia with an emphasis on Western 
Australia. Subscription: $4.00 

FARM POLICY 
A quarterly review of contemporary problems and developments 
in agricultural economics. Subscription: $2 



Views and Reviews 

PERTH'S ARC DE TRIOMPHE 

SAVING THE BARRACKS' ARCH 
G. S. REID. 

"The building will be of two-stories forming 
three sides of a quadrangle and will form a 
fine western termination to the main street of 
the metropolis." Perth Gazette—2nd January, 
1863. 

In 1862-3 there was in Perth a pre-occupa-
tion with the problem of providing a "fine 
western termination" to St. George's Terrace, 
and it is curious that more than a century 
later, that same seemingly minor issue bedevils 
Western Australian pohtics and its politicians. 
But in 1862-63 the western termination was 
not envisaged as a grandiose parliamentary 
edifice overlooking the city, but a large two-
storey Barracks block in local red brick, to 
house the newly established Enrolled Pensioner 
Force. The Force was needed for guard duty 
over the State's growing penal population. Its 
members were retired British servicemen from 
35 years of age upwards who had guarded 
convicts on their journey from England; and 
they were housed with their families, first at 
Fremantle, and then from 1864, in the par
tially completed Barracks building. 

Originally costing £6,710 (met from Imperial 
and local funds) the Barracks was completed 
in 1866, extended in 1873, and further altered 
in 1888 after it had been badly damaged by 
fire. The Enrolled Pensioner Force was finally 
disbanded in 1880 and replaced by a military 
guard known as the Enrolled Guard, which 
itself was disbanded in 1887. But after 1880, 
the Pensioners and their families were per
mitted to continue living in the Barracks. They 
lingered on there until 1904, by which time the 
whole building was taken over and adapted 
for use as the Perth office of the Public Works 
Department.! 

Self-government came to Western Australia 
in 1890 and this called for a dignified Parlia
mentary building in the State's capital befitting 
the "glorious heritage of British democracy". 
The site for the new Parliament House was 

chosen on rising ground behind the Barracks, 
and immediately afterwards the question of 
the Barracks' demolition, because of its ob
struction of the view, became a political issue. 
In 1901, a Select Committee of the Legislative 
Assembly studied the problem and, in general, 
"it was decided that the Barracks should not 
be pulled down immediately but . . . should 
be left temporarily until such time as Parlia
ment House was complete, and the people 
could then decide . . .".^ 

Unlike many political questions this one did 
not become easier of resolution with the ef
fluxion of time. Parliament House took more 
than half a century to complete—"so long", 
said Premier Brand in 1966 "that the Barracks 
grew to be a building of some age".^ From 
decade to decade its preservation won increas
ing support from community groups and from 
individuals with interests in conserving the 
ancient. 

The decision to demolish the Barracks was 
finally made easier in the light of the popu
larity of town planning ideas in 1955. In that 
year the commissioned work of Professor 
Gordon Stephenson (Town Planner of world 
renown and later Dean of the Faculty of 
Architecture at the University of Western 
Australia) and Mr J. A. Hepburn (Town Plan
ning Commissioner in Western Australia) was 
published. Their report was entitled a Plan for 
the Metropolitan Region of Perth and Fre
mantle and the issue of the Barracks versus 
Parliament House did not escape comment. 
They reported— 

"A completed Parliament House with a ter
raced approach overlooking the city would 
be a magnificent and appropriate climax to 
St. George's Terrace. 

The old Barracks and the temporary 
buildings below Parliament House should be 
removed".* 
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But the two Town Planners did not justify 
the removal on aesthetic or symbolic grounds 
alone. They introduced a utilitarian factor, 
traffic control, and they made it clear that the 
Barracks had to make way for the motor car— 

"The eventual removal of the Barracks 
and the temporary State Government build
ings adjacent to them . . . . would offer an 
adequate traffic solution and would provide 
a clear vista to Parliament House along the 
length of St. George's Terrace. The most im
portant street in the city demands an im
portant terminal treatment". 

"For vital traffic needs and for the general 
importance of the city the old Barracks, an 
inadequate and obsolete building, . . . . 
should be displaced."^ 

The Stephenson-Hepburn Report became the 
basic document for the planning and develop
ment of Perth and successive governments 
agreed to adhere to the broad implementation 
of its proposals. Although the Old Barracks 
formed an almost insignificant part of the Re
port, its subsequent role in local politics is an 
illustration of the problem of town planning 
in an aspiring democracy. 

From time to time, town planning calls for 
the suppression of politics, and it is often diffi
cult to reconcile this characteristic with demo
cratic ideals. Many of the material changes 
planned for a city touch sensitive nerves in the 
body politic. Every community has its sacred 
cows—and Australian cities are no exception. 
When planners recommend changes, whether 
by construction, by demolition or by reclama
tion, there are likely to be strident, and some
times emotional cries from dissident individu
als or groups; and these can be difficult for 
party politicians to handle. Until recently, poli
ticians have found the professional prestige of 
town planners a comfortable shelter from the 
public's outcry, and much has been achieved 
in the name of the expert. But professional 
prestige can wear thin—particularly if too 
many sacred cows are threatened with death 
over too short a period of time—and hackles 
may easily be roused. 

As a result of the predominantly urban dis
tribution of Australia's population, the politics 
of its city planning has some distinguishing 
characteristics. Many of the issues are compre
hensible to a major part of the electorate and 
most of each State's electorate has a first hand 
acquaintance with the locale and the buildings 
involved. Seemingly minor issues can become 
political dynamite. The Old Barracks was in 
this category. For Perthites, it was within sight; 
it was familiar bricks and mortar; and the al
ternative to its preservation was widely under

stood. It was evident in Perth in 1966 that the 
issue of Barracks' demolition attracted more 
public attention than the Ord River Project, 
Vietnam, British troops east of Suez, President 
Johnson's visit to Australia, or even military 
conscription. After earlier irritations about re
clamation of parts of the Swan River, the 
Barracks issue indicated that the people of 
Perth had become hyper-sensitive to the short-
run consequences of town planning; in other 
words, that the town planners' honeymoon was 
over. 

The following explanation of the Old Bar
racks issue, and the moral it contains, will 
proceed by way of 

Opposing the Town Planner 
The Bulldozers move in 
Measuring Public Opinion 
The Parliamentary Debate 
The moral of the story 

Opposing the Town Planner: 
In the light of criticism of the Barracks in 

the Stephenson-Hepburn Report, and the wide
spread acclaim the Report enjoyed, the effec
tive organisation of opposition to the proposal 
for demolition took several years. The support 
the Report received from the newspaper The 
West Australian might have spurred the efforts 
of those seeking to preserve the building; but 
on the other hand it might also have increased 
their despair at the apparent hopelessness of 
their task. For example. The West Australian 
(8th August 1959) claimed— 

"it is unUkely that a convincing case could be 
made for keeping the Barracks. It has a slen
der historical background and is of dubious 
architectural merit or interest. Its removal 
would enable the hill rising to Parliament 
house to be fashioned into an impressive 
climax of St. George's Terrace . . . ."^ 

One of the first moves towards creating op
position was the establishment in 1959 of the 
National Trust, which in 1964 was placed on 
a statutory basis.'^ In its early years the Trust 
undertook a classification of Historical Build
ings in Western Australia in which the Old 
Barracks was rated Class 'A'—"to be preserved 
at all cost". This was an indication of things 
to come. 

In March 1961 a deputation from the Na
tional Trust and the W.A. Historical Society 
(introduced by Mr H. Guthrie, M.L.A.) pre
sented the Premier (Mr Brand) with a petition 
signed by 700 people supporting retention of 
the Barracks and asking the government to 
cancel its plan to demolish it.^ And March 
also saw a debate on T.V. between Professor 
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Gordon Stephenson, Mrs Ray Oldham of the 
Historical Society, and Mr Hew Roberts of the 
National Trust, but again The West Australian 
found little satisfaction in the case for preser
vation— 

"Professor Gordon Stephenson was clearly 
the winner . . . . there is no convincing 
reason why the Barracks should stay. They 
have little architectural merit and their only 
historical significance is that they were built 
to house pensioners who guarded convicts."^ 

In October 1961, came the establishment of 
the Barracks Defence Council. This body drew 
its representatives from eight community insti
tutions and could claim widespread community 
support. Representatives came from— 

The National Trust 
The Royal W.A. Historical Society 
The Women's Service Guild 
The National Council of Women 
The Victoria League 
The Tree Society 
The Fellowship of Australian Writers 
The Citizens Committee for the Preservation 

of King's Park 
and, upon its creation, Council members im
mediately began distributing leaflets in defence 
of the Barracks. 

Action was one thing, but public esteem was 
another, and in November 1961 the Barracks 
Defence Council at its second meeting sought 
to establish the latter. It appointed the Rt. 
Reverend C. L. Riley (one time Bishop of 
Bendigo) to be its president, and from that 
point it became an impressive fighting force 
with its prestigious leader and a politically 
significant following. 

If 1961 was the formative year for the or
ganisation of the defence of the Barracks, then 
1962 was the year for giving the case legitim
acy. John Betjeman visited Perth in December 
1961, and being a specialist on Victorian archi
tecture his views on the Barracks were eagerly 
sought. The Barracks Defence Council was not 
disappointed. "The buildings were [built] by a 
great and courageous people" said Betjeman in 
recognition of the convict labour that helped 
their construction. They "had the texture of 
time and had to be saved". "Otherwise", he 
predicted, "they would make way for more 
service stations".^" 

Moreover, Betjeman persuaded Lord Euston 
(Chairman of the Society for the Protection of 
Ancient Buildings, London) not to miss seeing 
"Perth's beautiful Gothic revival brickwork" 
on his Australian visit early in 1962. But 
Huston's comments were guarded. He wrote 
to The West Australian: 

"Speaking from the view point of a visitor 
with no previous knowledge of this city, I 
should like to express the hope that at least 
the towers and archway of the Old Barracks 
will be preserved." 

"They seemed to me to create a most valuable 
focal point at the end of St. George's Ter
race, the removal of which would surely be 
regretted in years to come"." 

Then in May 1962, Perth received the visit 
of Dr Raynor Banham (Architectural His
torian, Critic, and Joint Editor of Britain's 
Architectural Review), and Barracks defenders 
were pleased to have him reported (18.5.62) 
as claiming that: 

"The old Barracks reduced the otherwise un
limited view and [they] keep the street space 
tidy".i2 

Fortified with this support from overseas 
celebrities, the Barracks Defence Council in 
1963 turned to the technique of public petition 
in order to impress the political masters. Some 
3,000 people signed-up as advocates for the 
retention of the building and, in July, their 
collective opinion was presented to the govern
ment. But the impact was minimal. It seemed 
that the final decision had been taken, and 
the weight of 3,000 signatures was not enough 
to affect the balance. At this point the Barracks 
issue lost its momentum in public discussion. 

On the whole the years 1963-65 were years 
of relative calm on the part of the defenders. 
For the Barracks Defence Council it was a 
period for the resolution of its own inner con
flicts about tactics. There were proposals that 
the front of the Barracks (including the main 
archway) could be kept as a historical 
museum; and there was an increasing recog
nition of the difficulties of preserving the 
whole building in the face of the extensive 
scale of the road works to be undertaken in 
the area. 

In March 1963, after a conference with the 
Barracks Defence Council, Premier Brand an
nounced that the Council's claims, "for the 
retention of the wings had been rejected as 
impracticable"; and he asserted that, "the only 
part which could possibly be retained is the 
archway". It was also reported that the Bar
racks Defence Council had "accepted this 
fact".i3 Then, on 9th April the Premier an
nounced the Government's plan: 

"we felt the fairest way to decide would be 
to let it stand after the wings are gone so 
that the Government and public can form 
a final opinion".'* 
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The years 1963-65, therefore, were years of 
waiting and watching. The Barracks Defence 
Council met infrequently and made only fitful 
public statements. But in September 1965, the 
Council formally and finally announced the 
withdrawal of its insistence on the preserva
tion of the two bays of windows that flanked 
the archway. It looked as if the Council and 
the Government had found agreement. 

The bulldozers move in—1966: 
It was the approach of the construction gang 

on the new switch road, right to the site of the 
Barracks Building, and the commencement of 
the preliminaries for demolition, that aroused 
the defenders afresh. On 16th February 1966 
Premier Brand was reported as refusing the 
request of "Old Barracks enthusiasts" that the 
Barracks archway be left undisturbed for five 
years after the demolition of the main build
ing; he refused the request that the side of the 
archway facing Parliament House should be 
refaced; and he once more repeated his pro
mise that "the archway would survive for 
several months after the demolition of the 
building".i5 

The Barracks Defence Council was disturbed 
by the imminence of demolition and, in spite 
of their earlier resolution, they launched a last 
ditch campaign for the preservation of the 
Barracks as a whole. They called for the 3,000 
people who signed the petition in April 1963, 
to write letters to their State parliamentary 
members requesting mercy for the red brick 
building. A member of the Defence Council 
was reported as claiming, "we believe that the 
weight of public opinion throughout Western 
Australia favours keeping this important his
toric relic".!® 

On February 23rd it was announced that 
the Barracks Defence Council was planning a 
public demonstration in protest. Sunday March 
27th was named as the day for a procession of 
cars to be called a "Barrackade" followed by a 
public meeting in Harvest Place (adjoining 
Parliament House). But the poUce intervened. 
Permission for the procession was refused on 
the grounds of disruption to traffic and the 
creation of a nuisance to people at a nearby 
church and a hospital. Unexpectedly, this ill 
wind swung The West Australian behind the 
defenders and marked a vital turning point in 
the dispute. The Editor asserted— 

"Police Commissioner Napier has not justified 
his refusal to allow a procession of cars . . . 
he could have simply prevented noise ad
jacent to the hospital and the church. That 
the function of the police is to control traffic, 
not to dictate what traffic is permissible . . . 

and that objectors have a right to give rea
sonable emphasis to their views."" 

Then 6IX, a Perth radio station, took the 
initiative in testing "public opinion". It an
nounced, the day before the first blows of 
demolition were struck, that in response to its 
own invitation 2,747 people had telephoned 
their opinion on the Barracks—2,688 were for 
its retention and 59 were for its demolition. 
The figures were forwarded to the Premier, 
but the demolition proceeded.'® 

Then on 24th March, the third day of demo
lition, the government advanced a proposition 
that differed from its earlier assurances. It 
announced that it was prepared to pay $30,000 
as half the cost of rebuilding the hundred year 
old Barracks Arch on a new site, if the other 
half could be raised by public subscription.'® 
This received prompt consideration by the Bar
racks Defence Council, but also short shrift. 
On the same day the Council resolved, inter 
alia: 

"The Premier's proposal of a dollar for dollar 
deal between the government and the general 
public for the removal and re-building of the 
Barracks' central feature elsewhere, pre
supposes that the general public expiates the 
Government from entire responsibility for 
sheltering one of our most significant pioneer 
memorials. The Government created the situ
ation and is morally and financially respon
sible for its development. 

"The Premier is non-realistic in trying to 
minimise the recent 6IX public opinion poll 
on the Barracks issue. 

"The Government could easily prove its sin
cerity in its latest proposal by stopping the 
brutal tearing down of the wings and by 
trying to salvage the bricks thereby using 
this first portion as an experiment to find 
out whether or not the suggestion of transfer 
to another site would have any hope of suc
cess. 

"The Barracks Defence Council proposes to 
refer the Premier's statements to a special 
conference of representatives of its member 
organisations."20 

On 25th March some 300 University students 
dressed in old colonial attire "stormed the 
Barracks" in a noisy and colourful demonstra
tion to advertise their annual "Prosh Day".^' 
And on the following day the annual Meeting 
of the Royal W.A. Historical Society sang a 
locally arranged song "I Met a Tall Soldier" 
protesting against the demolition. Written to 
the tune of "The Reluctant Lover" and the 
"The Cowboys' Lament", it ran: 
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"At dusk in the Terrace I met a tall soldier 
In bravely peaked cap and a jacket of grey, 
"Oh, maiden," he sighed, "I am lost and I'm 

lonely 
Because they are stealing our Barracks away. 

"We came with the convicts. We guarded 
your country. 

Our graves have grown green grass for many 
a day. 

But who will remember the Pensioner Sol
diers, 

If you let them steal all our history away? 

"At the Crimea I charged with the gallant Six 
Hundred. 

My scars and my medals were won on that 
day. 

But now in the Terrace my ghost will go 
walking 

Because they are stealing our history away. 

"Now you must fight for us, for we fight no 
longer. 

The sabres we wielded are rusted today. 
Or must our brave spirits go wandering for

gotten 
Because they have stolen our Barracks 

away?" 

"So saying, the soldier saluted and left me. 
Through pale mist his grey shape went 

marching away. 
So far and so faintly a bugle kept calling, 
"Oh, don't let them steal all the Barracks 

away" .22 

Dr B. Cohen (President, W.A. Historical 
Society) claimed, "If, when this song is sung 
the length and breadth of W.A., it doesn't 
touch the hearts of Mr Brand and his govern
ment, their hearts must be tougher than the 
mortar holding the Barracks' bricks together." 
Although, in July, the song was recorded by 
Australian overseas folk singer, Rolf Harris, it 
received a limited distribution and little pub
licity. Ministers' hearts remained intact—the 
mortar crumbled.^^ 

As the rubble was removed public attention 
focused on the remaining archway. 

Measuring Public Opinion: 
For students of politics the most fascinating 

feature of the Barracks issue was the search 
by politicians, and other self-appointed poll
sters, for "pubhc opinion". The poll conducted 
by the radio station 6IX had obvious defects, 
but some other assessments were not notice
ably better. On 15th July The West Australian 
reported a journalist's survey, to the effect that 
twelve out of sixteen people interviewed in St. 

George's Terrace, said, "Keep our Archway". 
And on that day the Premier was reported to 
have reiterated that, "the government would 
leave it to the public to decide whether the 
archway stayed". But when questioned on how 
he would obtain public opinion he said, "I do 
not know".24 And later in July the same news
paper conducted a second survey based this 
time on a larger sample. It asked its readers 
to return the coupon printed in one issue of 
the newspaper, with the sole question "Do you 
favour retention of the Barracks' Archway?" 
11,035 readers responded, and they gave a 
majority of 7.15 to 1 in favour of retention. 
(9,681 for and 1,345 against).^s Was this public 
opinion? In the view of the Editor, "The most 
significant part of the poll was that 170,444 
people who bought the paper did not care 
enough . . . . to send in a vote". Soon after 
this it was reported that the government was 
considering, "the possibility of city checkpoints 
where people could express an opinion".^® 

It was the commercial television channel 
TVW7 that first attempted to inject an element 
of professionalism into the assessment process. 
It commissioned McNair Surveys of Sydney to 
undertake a poll, and between 28-30 September 
its employees asked 282 people in 29 of Perth's 
metropolitan localities "Are you in favour of 
retaining the Barracks Arch?" 43 per cent re
sponded in the affirmative, 32 per cent were 
against, and 25 per cent had no opinion, or 
were undecided. The survey classified the re
sponses on the basis of sex and age groupings 
and revealed that 51 per cent of women fav
oured keeping the Arch and only 37 per cent 
of men were of the same frame of mind. 

The result was announced to the public dur
ing a break in a T.V. panel discussion on the 
subject. Premier Brand (not a member of the 
panel) appeared before the cameras for ques
tioning and comment. In the light of the vigor
ous give and take of the preceding discussion 
his attitude appeared inflexible. He asserted 
that, "The McNair results did not indicate a 
decision one way or the other". And his con
clusion was that, "the public presumably was 
leaving a decision to the authorities".^'^ 

The next poll was commissioned by the 
Cabinet. Australian Public Opinion Polls, Mel
bourne (the Gallup Organisation) was charged 
with the task of measuring public opinion on 
the future of the Archway. "The results forth
coming", said Premier Brand, would be only a 
"guide", . . . "The final decision would remain 
with the government". The organisers of the 
poll contended a sample of 500 persons would 
give an assessment within 2 per cent of public 
opinion; they picked fifty names from the 
federal electoral roll for the metropolitan area 
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—representing one home in about 5,218—and 
these were plotted on a map. Then twenty-five 
interviewers canvassed the opinions of the 
occupant of the selected house and of nine 
adjoining houses. This poll, taken within a 
week of the McNair Survey, found that 49 
per cent wanted the arch to stay, 35 per cent 
wanted it demolished, 5 per cent were in favour 
of removal to a new site, and only 11 per cent 
had no opinion. But again the Premier was not 
persuaded, he concluded that the poll pro
duced, "yet another indecisive resulf'.as 

The Premier's interpretation of the poll 
found many dissenters. "The government ap
pears to have engaged in a sort of two-way 
bet," claimed the Daily News. "If the poll had 
favoured demolition the government would 
have said it was following the wishes of the 
people. Because the poll did not produce this 
result we get woolly statements to the effect 
that the result was indecisive. . . . If the gov
ernment got the same degree of support at the 
polls, it would be delighted".^® 

The Premier, however, still held the initia
tive, and his next move was to take the issue to 
Parliament and seek an institutional decision. 
He seemed unperturbed that the institution of 
Parliament was an interested party in the dis
pute, and that as one of the contenders for 
the award of "the fitting climax to the Ter
race" it could be biased in its judgments. The 
Premier initiated a motion in the Legislative 
Assembly which expressed an apparent contra
diction of his earlier assurances. It read: 

"That in the opinion of this House the Bar
racks' Archway should be removed so that 
Parliament House and its surroundings can 
become the focal point to the western end 
of St. George's Terrace." 

And, in recognition of the fact that this was 
a, "very vexed and controversial matter" the 
party whips were called off. The Premier ex
plained, "It has been decided that there shall 
be a free vote . . . and no doubt the position 
is the same so far as the Opposition is con
cerned. . . . everyone who is at all interested 
is quite free to vote according to his conscience 

"30 

The Premier's motion sparked some spirited 
responses in the press. One letter to the Editor, 
of unusual bitterness, was published under the 
names of an employee of the State Govern
ment and his wife (both renowned defenders 
of the Barracks); it provoked the Premier into 
a written and benign reply. The letter claimed 
that the Premier was " . . . breaking his promise 
to be guided by public opinion on this issue" 
and that— 

"He and his planners have done everything 
they could by their brutal treatment of the 
old building to discredit it in the eyes of 
the public, and were confident they would 
succeed. Now that they have failed they 
cannot take their defeat manfully, but are 
determined to go down in history as the 
despoilers of the character and beauty of 
Perth." 

The letter then urged— 
" . . . all those who wish to retain the arch

way to inform their members of parliament 
that they will withdraw their support at the 
next election unless they follow the ex
pressed will of the people by voting in Par
liament for retention of the Barracks arch
way. We also urge that they attend the 
parliamentary session to see how their elect
ed representatives vote."^' 

The Premier's retort was— 
"It is grossly unfair to claim that a difference 
of opinion on what is beautiful or historic 
makes one side enlightened and the other 
side despoilers . . . ."^^ 

Just prior to the parliamentary debate the 
Barracks Defence Council engaged in an ener
getic publicity campaign. Some seventy large 
and colourful posters were printed and ap
peared at strategic points around the city. De
signed by an art master at a local, and private, 
High School, the poster warned the populace, 
"Don't be bulldozed: Save the Arch". Replicas 
of the poster appeared as car stickers. And 
lapel badges, carrying the cry "Preserve De
mocracy", were distributed widely in the city. 

Moreover, in getting favourable publicity 
for their cause, the Barracks Defence Council 
could not have asked for a better fillip than 
that given by the Postmaster General's Depart
ment when it fronted the 220,000 copies of the 
Western Australian Telephone Directory with 
a colourful and flattering picture of, "The Old 
Barracks, Perth". The decision to do this had 
been taken by the relevant committee many 
months beforehand, but the distribution was 
made throughout the month of August—an 
important month in the matter of opinion-
making on the Barracks. So with posters, stick
ers, lapel badges, press, letters to the Editor, 
T.V. and the telephone directory, an emotional 
and tense atmosphere developed for the par
liamentary debate. 

The Parliamentary Debate: 
Free vote or not, the Editor of The West 

Australian on the morning of the debate (18th 
October) was cynical about its purpose. He 
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claimed "Most people are sick and tired of the 
Barracks Archway controversy", but then he 
added: 

"The government's handling of the question 
since it decided to retain the archway for a 
trial period has been inept. Though members 
will be free to vote as they please on Mr 
Brand's motion, many people have been left 
with the impression that parliament is being 
asked to rubber-stamp a decision made re
gardless of public opinion." 

The debate was unusually Uvely—as one 
journalist put it "the government backbench
ers . . . had a carnival" .̂ ^ The printed record 
(Hansard) gives the impression that members 
were affected by the unusually large attend
ance in the public galleries of the house. Some 
of the younger backbenchers on the govern
ment side made it clear from the start that 
they intended to vote against the motion. They, 
"complimented the Premier on his handling of 
the issue—then proceeded to shoot him down 
in flames".^^ The Leader of the Opposition 
(The Hon. A. R. G. Hawke) pursued the 
tactic of speaking late in the debate when the 
attitude of most of the government's members 
was clear. He then claimed that, "the Govern
ment had brought this motion to Parliament 
because the public opinion test poll did not 
produce the result which the Premier and his 
colleagues thought it would produce, and 
hoped it would produce". At this point the 
ultimate decision was obvious. And then the 
Premier, in his summing-up before the vote, 
admitted " . . . I have made tactical mistakes 
about this matter; but only in the interest of 
the people".^^ In the voting, ten government 
party backbenchers voted against the motion, 
and four Labor members joined the rump of 
the government parties in its support. The 
motion was thereby defeated 26 to 18—and 
the Barracks Arch was saved. 

The strangest feature of the vote was its 
sequel. Not only did the Hon. John Hearman, 
the Speaker of the House, restrain the applause 
from the public galleries with, "It is an offence 
against the Criminal Code even to demon
strate, and it carries a three year penalty",^^ 
he also wrote an admonitory letter to the ten 
Liberal Party members who opposed their 
leader's motion. He expressed regret that, al
though the Premier admitted a mistake in 
tactics, "half his party deserted him". And 
asserted that ". . . it is one of the responsibili
ties of those most closely associated with Pre
miers to make the job worthwhile and possible 
for one man to bear". He then warned the 
recipients that " . . . should the Premier ulti
mately take 'this step' [i.e. resignation] the 

contribution and responsibility of the members 
concerned would be heavy".^'' 

It was not surprising that the Speaker's 
letter provoked a joint reply with ten signa
tures : 

"It would be in the best interests of the par
liament of Western Australia and the party 
we represent, if you will withdraw the letter 
containing these incorrect and damaging im
putations; especially as the words were 
penned by the holder of the position of cus
todian of the rights and privileges of all 
members of Parliament. The Speaker's prim
ary duty is to be impartial at all times." 

The press was informed of the letter and, 
ironically, told that the matter was a personal 
affair between the Speaker and the ten mem
bers and that the incident was "closed".^^ 

In spite of, or perhaps because of, party dis
cord, the Barracks Arch still stands. The Pre
mier claimed that the Government has spent 
"some thousands of dollars" in underpinning 
it to prevent it from falling into the gaping 
chasm that will later become the switch road, 
and also to strengthen it against the vibrations 
of the heavy traffic that streams west out of 
St. George's Terrace.^^ And the Premier has 
given his assurances that " . . . the archway will 
stand there and stand there until the Freeway 
is completed; and when we are finalising and 
clearing up and developing the area, the arch
way will be treated in a suitable manner . . ."*" 

The moral of the story: 
In reflecting on the lessons to be drawn from 

the issue of the Barracks Archway it is a simple 
matter to reach the Premier's conclusion that 
he made "tactical errors", and leave it at that. 
This, of course, is to deny credit to the tactics 
of the defenders. For if politics is seen as a 
matter of tactics, or, as some will have it, the 
art of the possible, then an objective assess
ment of a political struggle needs to take ac
count of all the forces involved. Yet judge
ments about the Barracks dispute are usually 
of two kinds, either upon the aesthetics of the 
building, or about the role of the politicians. 
Little consideration has been given to the in
dividuals, or to the groups from the com
munity, who stopped the government in its 
tracks. It is their role and its importance for 
the whole question of town planning, which 
emerges as the important lesson of the Bar
racks story. 

Few people would quibble with the judge
ment that the Barracks Archway has a low 
priority as a subject affecting the economic 
affairs of Western Australia. And it would 
seem that the government ranked it accord-
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ingly in the determination of its policy and 
tactics. In doing this it presented a public 
face of superior and inflexible wisdom, and it 
tried to justify its stand by frequent references 
to the advice of its town planners. But the 
defenders on the other hand, particularly the 
Royal W.A. Historical Society and the Bar
racks Defence Council worked on people's 
social nostalgia; they ranked the Barracks high 
in a scale of sentimental importance. The 
award to the building of the "Classification 
'A' "—"to be preserved at all cost"—^meant 
much more than the government recognised. 

But the Brand Government, since taking 
office in 1959, has won widespread electoral 
support through the momentum of the eco
nomic development it has engendered in the 
State. In the light of its success in this respect 
it is understandable that it took the stand that 
it did on the Barracks Archway. It forgot, 
temporarily, that there are other criteria of 
social progress. And, as 1966 progressed, the 
government, unwittingly, and gradually, gave 
ground to the defenders. Its bargaining posi
tion was weakened by the Police Commission
er's arbitrary refusal of "The Barrackade"; the 
switch from the earlier promise to let the arch
way stand to the dollar for dollar proposal 
for re-siting it; the apparent confusion when 
pressed to reveal the real meaning of the poli
ticians stock-in-trade "public opinion", and the 
refusal to give credence to the non-official at
tempts to measure it; the drafting of the mo
tion in the House to read conclusively "that 
. . . the Barracks Archway should be removed 
. . ."; the failure to realise that late 19th cen
tury ideas about parliamentary symbolism are 
not necessarily valid in the mid-20th century; 
and, in general, the failure to appreciate that 
man does not live by bread alone. With a 
Federal election looming, the government 
found relief in calling for the "free vote". 

But this is not to say that the defenders won 
by the government's default. Many of the 
errors listed above were made in the face of 
the political pressures that the Barracks De
fence Council initiated. From a position of 
weakness in the period 1963-65, when it was 
itself divided over tactics, the Council found 
unity and strength in 1966 and initiated some 
imaginative ideas. But for all that, its efforts 
would have come to nothing had it not been 
for the publicity given its cause by the media 
of mass communication. Radio and T.V. news 
and panel discussions, particularly TVW7's at 
the time of the McNair survey, were important 
stimuli to public thinking on the issue. And, 
unquestionably. The West Australian's defence 
of the right to dissent, its impatience with the 
government's apparent ineptitude, the publicity 
given to readers' views and its own search for 
"public opinion", all primed an emotional fer
vour in the community. The conflict illustrated 
that the power of organised restraint is not the 
monopoly of professional associations, finan
cial interests or real-estate speculators; that the 
common man also has a stake in town plan
ning; that his seeming apathy is a measure of 
his trust rather than his lethargy; and that 
organised groups in the community can arouse 
him to defend interests other than those affect
ing his pocket. 

The outcome of the dispute is that the 
"western termination to the main street of the 
metropolis" has been settled—for the present. 
It may or may not be a "fine" or "fitting" 
termination; and it may or may not be seen 
as the remnant of a building with historical 
significance. But, unquestionably, it has become 
an arch of triumph—the "triumph" being that 
of the ordinary citizen against the authoritarian 
urges of planners, officials, and of the poli
ticians who for the time being may have fallen 
under their spell. 
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For a personal view. Westerly asked Henrietta Drake-Brockman, 
who was away from Perth during the later stages of the controversy. 

AN ARCH TO BE PROUD OF 
H. DRAKE-BROCKMAN. 

Now scantier limits the proud arch confine. 
And scarce is seen the prostrate Swan divine; 
The Mitchell Freeway thro' the piece is roll'd. 
Our birthright for a maze of asphalt sold. 

ALEXANDER POPE is to be thanked for 
publishing in his Moral Essays a verse so apt 
to my twisting, filched from his Epistle to Mr 
Addison on the Substitution of Medals for 
Arches. 

My own concern is the suggested substitu
tion of Obelisk or Fountain for one half-
demolished Arch. 

Medals and Arches both remain symbols of 
Victory, take your choice; but not the wildest 
flight of imagination can possibly twist obelisk 
or fountain to symbolise the Past which the 
Old Barracks represented to the people of 
Perth. Certainly it was not a matter of victory, 
unless in the third colonial period the building 
was viewed as a mark of triumph when the 
shape of a City begun with an axe-blow by 
Mrs Dance, at last became visible. More likely 
it then symbolised Protection; from outside 
aggressors or inside rioters. Or perhaps—and 
who at this distance can tell?—it stood as a 
happy reminder of London and St James's 
Palace. 

No citizen of Perth visiting the Old Country 
could have failed to notice the resemblance 
(that was) between the Old Barracks Archway 
and the Tudor Gateway designed for Henry 
Vlll by Holbein as a front entrance to that 
monarch's new palace. The Barracks, more 
than any other building here, was a bit of 
Old England in a colonial setting. 

The symbol should never have been des
troyed in the dubious track of Progress. The 
two turrets and the twin faces of the wings 
(with side extensions removed) should have 
remained as a gracious and substantial mem
orial to Early Perth, beautifully placed, neither 
too large nor too insignificant. Such a building 
would have been ideally suited for use as a 
Museum of the City of Perth and Town Ar
chives. 

Similar specialized museums exist in all tbe 
major cities of the world; and none would have 
been more suitable, more elegant, more his
torically sited to its purpose than the lost 
Barracks to us. 

Well, the building has gone. What is to be 
done about the lonely Arch? 

Let me say at once that I am neither senti
mental nor passionately emotional on this 
matter. And for a very sound reason: I was 
brought up to expect the Barracks to disappear, 
in the belief that one day I should be able to 
look up the sweep of St George's Terrace to a 
Parliament House of dignified architectural 
beauty crowning the hill, reached by terraces 
of broad stairs in the Roman manner, with 
fountains sparkling in a square at the foot. 

My father's minute apropos the building of 
the new House was read aloud in the old 
Chamber (then situated in rented premises ad
jacent to the Town Hall), by the Hon. Walter 
Kingsmill, the Minister for Works. My father 
—Martin JuU—was then Undersecretary for 
Works. To his lot had fallen the drawing up 
and announcement of a competition authorised 
by Parliament, in which, above my father's 
signature, the Director of Works invited de
signs for "new Houses of Parliament at Perth." 
Everyone hoped the finished building would be 
—as Sir John Forrest had expressed his own 
wish some years earlier—"as convenient, as 
beautiful, and even as splendid as possible." 

The first prize was £500, with two lesser 
prizes. Seventeen designs were submitted from 
all over Australia and abroad. However, all 
appeared to exceed the specified sum of 
£100,000 to which competing architects had 
been limited. Before laying the plans before 
the House, State architects had been consulted; 
and my father's minute showed that the part 
we now know as the Harvest Terrace portion, 
could be locally designed and constructed for 
possibly £20,000, certainly for £25,000; then, in 
the fulness of time, the front facade, facing the 
City, could be added at leisure; or when the 
Treasury was in funds. But the high spot of 
that minute demonstrated to delighted Mem
bers that it would be possible to build a com
modious and excellent building to house both 
Council and Assembly (then divided, with re
sulting discomfort) under one roof and, at the 
same time, by saving rent and maintenance on 
the various premises then in use, actually gain 
a sum of £255/16/2 per annum. The interest 
on capital expenditure, it appeared, would be 
less than the current outgoings. 
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Any doubts on the wisdom of beginning im
mediately to build a new House were at once 
forgotten! 

While that session was in progress, I was 
doubtless asleep in my cot on the wide balcony 
of the house where I was born, overlooking 
the Swan River from Bellevue Terrace. I've 
been told it was the first house to be built 
there; certainly I possess a photograph taken 
from Mount's Bay road (or rather track!), that 
shows it sticking up against the sky like the 
proverbial thumb, quite solitary. Family legend 
relates that my father's friends thought him 
demented to build there—^Adelaide Terrace was 
the residential area. But his disconcerting 
choice has left me with a very special attach
ment to the River my infant eyes more or less 
opened on (they say stock always seek for the 
waters beside which they are born). However, 
we moved from there, and my father moved 
from the Department of Works to become the 
State's first Public Service Commissioner. 
Nevertheless, on a number of occasions I was 
shown the finished design for Parliament House 
that had been drawn by the Government Archi
tect, Mr H. L. Grainger. His was the design 
finally accepted, and the first stage had soon 
been constructed. 

Unrolled for my benefit, the great plans 
appeared to me quite marvellous. (Certainly, 
studied today, Mr Grainger's designs are far 
more suitable and elegant than the first, second 
and third chosen from those submitted. Al
though none were accepted, the Government 
distributed half the prize money.) From that 
time on, I always looked up the Terrace with 
some glorious fairy-tale structure or Kubla 
Khan Dome, in my mind's eye. When I grew 
up, I simply replaced my childish vision by a 
House of dignified and elegant classical beauty. 
Something gloriously simple and austere in the 
style of the Parthenon, I suppose—which I now 
know is more sublime than any photograph 
can show, largely because its elevated position 
adds the subtle magic of changing light and 
shade to impeccable proportions. 

After my father's death, my mother and I 
lived in Malcolm St. Up and down I walked, 
mostly three times a day, throughout my teen
age years. I took a dislike to the Barracks, 
then. The back view offended me; even more 
than the dangling hoop-iron bond-strips still 
hopefully protruding (seventeen years on) 
from the unfaced brick walls on the hill above, 
all ready to be joined up to what I still be
lieved would one day take form: a beautiful 
front facade to Parliament House. 

The Barracks back view was, in fact, quite 
slummy. All it lacked were strings of ghostly 

soldiers' ghostly socks hanging out to dry. But 
no one seemed to mind that depressing view, 
if they even noticed it—backviews with 
skiUions and wooden whatnots were part of 
the Western Austrahan scene at that time. 

But I also became more intimate with Mr 
Grainger's Harvest Terrace facade to the 
House. I was asked to paint a water-colour 
miniature to adorn an Illuminated Address 
presented by some Associates (I cannot recall 
which) to Mrs Edith Cowan, O.B.E. who on 
her election to our Legislative Assembly be
came the first woman Member to sit in an Aus
tralian Parhament. Later still, one of the beau
tiful front rooms situated in the turrets of the 
Old Barracks, became my husband's office in 
the Public Works Department. I often enough 
was able to enjoy looking out, right down the 
Terrace, to the blue and purple of the Darling 
Range. (Fortunately, the back parts had been 
somewhat tidied up and painted, by then.) 

So one way and another, the Houses of Par
liament and the Old Barracks became closely 
associated with my view of Perth, both in fact 
and in imagination. 

And now the Front has been added to the 
House. 

While it was still building, I retained hopes. 
Once built, planted above the City like a thrifty 
nest of pigeon-holes (inside, I may say, the 
design is as attractive as outside it is strictly 
utilitarian, so that Members, beguiled, may for
get the public view)—once built, my dreams 
dissolved in commonplace reality. I turned 
my interest to the preservation of the Barracks 
as a City of Perth Museum, a screen as it 
v/ere, of historical significance. 

When eventually public outcry alone saved 
the old building from total destruction, we 
happened to be absent in Europe. And in fair
ness I must acknowledge that when on return 
I saw the scanty remnant of our once-proud 
Arch, I cried out, "Oh no! Now the sooner 
that goes, the better!" 

After all, I was fresh from the Arc de 
Triomphe in Paris, the Wellington Memorial 
Arch in London, Constantine's Arch in Rome, 
Hadrian's in Athens, Washington's in New 
York, even the worn yet splendid Arch of 
Galerius in Salonika; not all seen in a single 
pilgrimage, but near enough. Near enough for 
me to have a vision of proud arches. (Besides, 
Constantine's Arch in Rome has a very special 
interest for me, and possibly for other Western 
Australians: the beautiful and world-famous 
Cameo, a Medal of a sort, that was carried 
ashore away back in 1629 from the wrecked 
Netherlands ship Batavia to rest for months on 
Beacon Island in the Wallaby Group of the 
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Abrolhos Islands, is believed to have been 
given to the Emperor Constantine about 315 
A.D., as a sort of personal memento of the 
victories his Arch in Rome was built to com
memorate. No more ancient symbol of victory 
can have become part of the Australian fact 
and legend.) 

Notwithstanding such associations, before 
very long I had forgotten about those immense 
Roman style arches, which are entirely foreign 
to our Australian past, to our present, to our 
way of thinking: I began to realise that our 
Perth Arch must be preserved at least until 
citizens could see to what extent its symbolism 
and significance could prevail once the Free
way was through. 

But I did not have to wait so long. As the 
excavations proceed, the Arch grows in stature. 
New vistas are opened, delicious miniatures are 
glimpsed through its curves. Unless I am very 
much mistaken it is now apparent that the 
Arch should be preserved in the interests of 
Design, no less than of History. 

Already it becomes astounding. The sooner 
the back is restored, to strengthen it in every 
way, the better. Otherwise these lovely old clay 
bricks, rosy-red, umber, and cream, so skilfully 
laid in patterns, so essentially insignia of Perth's 
colonial inheritance, will be missing, or short, 
or deteriorated. Besides, the most iconoclastic 

Members of the House, looking down, may 
then see the Arch as a memorial of worth 
and charm, a living emblem of the State's pro
gress, and not merely a delapidated relic of 
times past to sneer at. 

Indeed, there is no need to wait a moment 
longer: the Arch must be given back its pride 
forthwith (the prostrate Swan is laid too low 
beneath its shackles of sand ever to be re
covered). Nor would there appear to be any 
reason why the civic and Government garden
ers cannot immediately, this winter, plant a few 
trees beside the Arch, either just to go on with, 
or to await the happy day when landscaping 
can begin. 

If ever our Parliament House can be rescued 
from its present lack of distinction (an extra 
two or three storeys would work wonders) 
then, if I am still alive, I may change my mind 
again. But to lose now the Colonial Arch that 
is so suited to our environment, clay of our 
earth, substance of our past, unique in Aus
tralia as it would be when stabilized, would be 
a civic tragedy. 

Rebuild the Arch. Plant some trees. Find a 
little beauty again to go on with. The turret 
rooms still remain to offer citizens, and those 
important tourists we never cease to hear 
about, an altogether enchanting view of Perth. 
There are not so many left. 
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ON AUGUSTE RODIN 
Eric G. Saint 

The exhibition The Sculpture of Rodin and 
his Contemporaries, arranged by courtesy of 
the Peter Stuyvesant Trust, began its Austra
lian tour at the State Art Gallery in Perth in 
October, and this first showing was opened by 
Professor Eric Saint, Professor of Medicine in 
the University of Western Australia. Westerly 
has pleasure in printing the text of Professor 
Saint's occasional address. 

This splendid exhibition of bronze reminds 
us of two things: of a half-forgotten tradition 
in the arts in the western world, and of an 
intrinsic weakness, feebleness in the condition 
of our contemporary earthly life. In Greek, 
Etruscan, and Roman civilisation the plastic, 
kinetic art of sculpture blossomed to an extent 
and a degree that continues to capture our 
imagination and to appeal to our sensibilities, 
and throughout the Gothic period geometric 
form and design seemed to dominate artistic 
consciousness. But since the Renaissance, at all 
events in northern Europe, the sculptor has 
been forced to take a back seat among the 
Muses: the painter, the poet, and the com
poser have been the principal architects of the 
modern tradition of European civilisation. It 
is indeed a little surprising that the two-dimen
sional tones of art and the sound of speech and 
music should have dominated our senses, over
shadowing a more ancient appeal, for was not 
the greatest artist of all, Michaelangelo, who 
you may say helped to create the modern 
image of man, equally at home in all spatial 
dimensions? Thus, we approach sculpture with 
weakly developed critical sensibilities; and thus, 
for some of the artists shown in this exhibition, 
Renoir and Daumier perhaps best known, work 
with bronze or marble was but a second choice. 

And with regard to our feebleness this re
minds us abruptly of our willingness to com
promise. In politics compromise may be a 
virtue, but in matters of taste it is offensive. 
Much of our architecture is an ugly compro
mise between form and function; as between 
the preservation of natural beauty and de
mands made by road engineers unsatisfactory 
compromises are achieved; and what we are 
pleased to call "pop art" is a compromise be
tween the sincerity and tradition of art and our 
third-rate admass tastes. In this environment of 
compromise in taste and form it needs from 
time to time an Auguste Rodin to remind us 
of our heritage. For of Rodin it was said that 
he was the true successor to Michaelangelo; 

and Rodin himself said that he could not 
admit of the existence of ugliness; he also said 
that he was like the Roman singer who replied 
to the yells of the mob "Equitibas cano"—"I 
only sing for the knights": he spoke with the 
annoyance of the artist, and hoped that he 
would be judged by men possessing an aesthetic 
taste similar to his own. We take Rodin as an 
inspired representative of that civihsation, Paris 
of the nineteenth century, which regarded com
promise in taste as something despicable, an 
unforgivable weakness. 

What manner of man was this, who has been 
described as the progenitor of modern sculp
ture? It is said that he had a big head and a 
large nose—is there perhaps a hint of self cari
cature in the craggy portrayal of the author of 
the Comedie Humaine?—and a flowing beard 
and rolling gait. He was shy and nervous in 
manner and had, we are told, bright and alert 
eyes. He was oblivious to controversy (the 
Balzac furore troubled him not at all) and in
different to honours (but he was buried by his 
grateful compatriots in an Oxonian gown and 
hood). He was humble, not forgetful of his 
proletarian origins in the Quartier Latin, nor 
of the early years spent as a craft mason and 
goldsmith. He was a loving man, devoted to a 
sister and to a wife who survived with him into 
the first world war. He was devout: he would 
have entered an order—but the fathers and 
brothers of the Monastery of the Edistes tact
fully and gently indicated that signs of grace 
would best be expressed in the studio rather 
than in the chapel. He travelled modestly, 
briefly to Italy, to Rome, Florence, and Venice, 
and more extensively to the great cathedrals of 
France. His taste was austere, and although we 
should say that none of his art was derivative, 
he himself came to admit that his muse owed 
much to classical Hellenic influence—"Age of 
Brass", his first imaginative study, shows a per
fectly proportioned youth, conceived in the 
classical manner, with arms outstretched, eager 
to embrace life and experience—and much to 
Gothic influences: "the Cathedral", "the Hand 
of God" are redolent of that love for the de
votional art of the early church. 

A simple and quiet man, then, one whose 
life was characterised by earnest devotion to a 
craft and to an art; but what supreme insight 
he brought to bear on the human condition, 
and how versatile and catholic was his taste 
and feeling! In quiet moods he notes the essen
tial, the sometimes incredible beauty of the 
human form, the cast of a chin, the angle of a 
nose, the noble recession of the forehead, the 
firm and fruitful shape of a female torso, the 
tapering shape of fingers: how these simple 
aspects of beauty can be used to convey the 
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added dimension of individual human person
ality—the head we see of Baudelaire with its 
falling lock could be none other than that of a 
symbolist poet. In this insistence on naturalism 
he seems to remind us that in the act of crea
tion God had beauty in mind. His sensuality 
is characteristically Gallic: the act of love is 
depicted with infinitely graceful and tender 
gestures. No man has been able to convey the 
beauty of human movement so well: athletes, 
bathers, dancers have always attracted artists, 
and particularly the imaginations of many of 
the painters who were Rodin's contemporaries, 
but Rodin gives an unexcelled dimension of 
vitality to his studies of motion. And in his 
great tableaux he found inspiration to depict 
the infinite range of human emotion; in the 
attitudes and the miens of the "Burghers of 
Calais", and the multiplicity of figures and 
figurines to be seen in the "Gate of Hell" are 
reflected sorrow, despair, joy, anguish, hope, 
tenderness, such as in a lifetime Corneille and 
Shakespeare were together not able in poetry 
to portray with such comprehension. 

In short, Rodin refreshes, enriches, and en
lightens us; like all very great artists he opens 
our eyes to new perspectives, interpretations 
and dimensions of experience; and he reminds 
us that our business, in art and taste and in 
science, is to be satisfied with nothing less than 
the first rate, and that we can never be done 
with striving to achieve possible perfection. 

"Property is the fruit of labour. 
Property is desirable. 
It is a positive good in the world." 

Abraham Lincoln, 
25 March 1864. 

KEMPTON, MORRILL & CO. 
REAL ESTATE AGENTS 

31 HAMPDEN ROAD, HOLLYWOOD 

86 4819 

who are happy to extend their best 
wishes for the continuing success of 

"Westerly". 

PORTRAITS OF PLACES 
Perth Sketchbook: Text by Kirwan Ward, 
drawings by Paul Rigby, Rigby $1.95. 

The Rocks Sydney: Drawings by Unk White, 
text by Olaf Ruhen, Rigby $1.95. 
Paul Rigby's nervous line is happiest with the 
incredible gingerbread and fairy floss of the 
facade of His Majesty's Theatre and with the 
shadows and capitals of the front of St. 
George's Hall; even so, he catches beautifully 
not merely the style but also the feel of Perth's 
—too few—interesting old buildings, plain and 
fancy aUke. And though his view of St. 
George's Cathedral does less than justice to its 
excellent proportions and attractive siting, most 
of his pictures will serve not merely as records, 
but as images; images which will make local 
people look again, and more perceptively, at 
the agreeable old buildings they have about 
them. And they had better look, while there is 
still time. 

Kirwan Ward's text is, like his column, full 
of fact and opinion neatly spliced, and he 
spares neither the planners nor the Parliamen
tarians, the licenced vandals of the twentieth 
century their hot little hands always on their 
hammers. Buy a copy of the Sketchbook for 
your grandchildren, it may be all the old Perth 
they'll have to look at; the score so far is only 
'one down, twenty-one to go', but one wonders 
how many of the survivors are really safe: the 
Fremantle Asylum is, and the University no 
doubt: the rest . . . ? 

One is glad to note that Perth's biggest bit 
of pure bogus is not recorded in the Sketch
book: there is no view of London Court; nor 
for that matter of Parliament House facade. 

The Rocks, Sydney, provide enough to fill 
a book the same size as Perth Sketchbook, and 
Unk White's drawings, their delicate washes 
coming across as soft and various greys, are 
labours of love, beautifuly accurate and tre
mendously atmospheric. 

Iron lace and junk on wash-house roofs both 
get in, and both contrive to look decorative— 
here Romanticism triumphs over truth no 
doubt, but one is charmed all the same. In
deed, charm, of a Victorian or at least Ed
wardian sort, is precisely what these pictures in 
their demode style share with their subjects. 
And even in a city with some real serious 
Regency, simply charming buildings have their 
value. 

Olaf Ruben's text contains a great deal of 
interesting and for all I know accurate infor
mation; the style is beyond comment. 

Patrick Hutchings 
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A Joyless World: The Fiction of Peter Cowan, 
by Grahame Johnston. 

The publication in the last two years of a 
third volume of short stories by Peter Cowan, 
entitled The Empty Street, and a second novel, 
Seed, increases in substance, though not mark
edly in variety, the oeuvre of one of Australia's 
most careful writers of fiction. 

We have often been told by critics that it is 
time that serious novelists forsook rural themes 
and concentrated on the city life of one of the 
world's most urbanised peoples. We have also 
been told that it is a want of art, or at least 
craft, which has derogated from the power of 
much of our prose. These charges weigh less 
heavily than they once did, not least because 
of the recent writings of Patrick White, what
ever valuation one places upon them. 

And yet it is principally in relation to de
mands of this sort that one assesses the work 
of Peter Cowan: for here in his stories is mun
dane Australia (especially Perth and Western 
Australia) with its ordinary people and quo
tidian doings shaped into tidy, spare narratives. 
The locales are recognisable, even at times 
evocative; the people credible if not always 
comprehensible; the stories equally credible if 
at times violent. Peter Cowan's world exists. 

It is a curiously joyless world; and in con
sidering why this is so one perhaps finds a 
method of determining why, despite all that 
there is to be grateful for in his fiction, it 
remains strangely and persistently unsatisfying. 
The plain monotone of Mr Cowan's under
stated prose often fits very well the characters 
and actions of his stories, and it is clearly 
intended to accord with what the author per
ceives as the dullness, monotony, and even 
the despair of their lives. Peter Cowan thinks 
well of Nature and the unspoilt beauty of the 
bush, he admires the natural impulse and the 
youthful, unforced response; by contrast he 
hates cities, the spoliation wrought by "devel
opers', and the artificial, compromised life of 
the adult. On this simple opposition nearly all 
of his stories and novels are structured; and 
the end of all, or at least the burden of all, 
is that we are all finally defeated. 

A message of this kind—and occasionally 
the tone of the preacher is so evident in Mr 
Cowan's work that the language of evangelism 
is all too apt—needs to be conveyed with 
power if it is to dent the traditional Australian 
optimism, and needs to draw out of common 
events their essential tragedy. Mr Cowan, in 
my judgment, rarely manages this, and the 
reason—or one of the reasons—is that he too 
rarely quickens our sympathies. To see a great 

sorrow, there must be joyfulness nearby, or at 
least remembered; to feel tragedy, we must be 
convinced of waste or grief. But Mr Cowan, 
for all his careful craftsmanship, cannot engage 
us to suffer or weep. 

On the dust-cover of Ttie Empty Street the 
publishers have reproduced Robert Dickerson's 
painting, 'Boy in a Street'; and the association 
of story and picture holds good for most of 
Peter Cowan's work: the true analogy to his 
tales is the painting of Drysdale, Dickerson, 
and the other delineators of a dry and sombre 
land. Somehow, though, the stories lack the 
force of the paintings, and seem contrived in 
comparison. To use the word 'contrived' is 
again to make what seems to be a necessarily 
limiting judgment about Peter Cowan's writ
ings. 

Reading his short stories, in particular, one 
is conscious that he is working in the spare 
modern style, and reminded of figures Uke 
Hemingway behind him. The sentences are 
usually short, declarative, uncomplicated; the 
descriptions are bare, orderly, functional. Much 
skill goes into writing of this sort, and to be 
fair one must say that Mr Cowan has done 
well to follow these masters. But there is about 
his prose a deadness (on the one hand) and 
a novelettish quality (on the other) which often 
betray him. 

In the stories of Hemingway, even the in
ferior ones, we are aware that the apparently 
simple prose is in fact a very sophisticated 
instrument capable of a wide range of effects: 
of his style one might say, with Mies van der 
Rohe, 'Less is more'. This is especially true 
when Hemingway is evoking the feel, sound 
and smell of objects—^the cold trout streams 
up in Michigan, the poplars in Lombardy, the 
fogged-up windows of the bistros—and gratify
ing our senses. The firm, straightforward sen
tences give order to a series of sensations. 

In Peter Cowan's stories there is no such 
variety. True, in the dry, level landscapes in 
which many of them are set, it is doubtless 
authentic that heat, dust, haze, shadow and 
extreme light are our dominant impressions, 
but his evocation of these settings is not as 
effective as (for instance) Randolph Stow's. 
The shrieking cockatoos of The Bystander re
main in the memory; not so the birds of 'The 
House' (the first story in The Empty Street). 
The life of his characters, Mr Cowan often 
suggests, is only an existence, a dull following 
of routine; they are, in truth, dead. This dead
ness is all too prevalent, for it extends to the 
prose in which the stories are narrated. 

And yet at times Mr Cowan attempts a 
larger flight, a deeper analysis of the motives 
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and feelings of his people or of the meaning 
of our modern life. With respect, I have to 
say that these excursions often remind one of 
the novelette. Consider this passage from Seed: 

Valerie was aware, as she had been at times 
before, of the fear she felt Marlene had of 
her own nature, as if she saw herself driven 
and destroyed by what she desired and could 
not compromise. For Valerie it was no more 
than a glimpse into a complexity she did not 
wholly understand and was glad to feel 
absent from her own make-up. Almost she 
might have disbelieved the girl's statement 
of need, dismissing it as some dramatisation, 
it seemed so far from her own experience. 
But the intensity of Marlene's feeling, the 
strange agony that she had seen possess her, 
the sense of fear, all of which could some
times force her to complete rejection of con
sequence, were real enough, though she did 
not understand them, (p.255) 

Reading this, an analysis of one schoolgirl's 
reactions to another, one feels the women's 
m.agazine not far away. 

When Mr Cowan mounts his hobby horse— 
the spoliation of our natural environment by 
the ugly mass of cities and city-dwellers—the 
prose is even more self-conscious, so that one 
finds oneself (after encountering these ideas 
more than once) saying, 'Ah, here comes the 
Lewis Mumford-Rachel Carson bit'. This is 
doubtless unfair, but it records the extent to 
which the author has not worked his ideas into 
the fabric of his narratives or attributed them 
convincingly to his characters. 

This last criticism has a wider application, 
because it explains why the author often un
wittingly undercuts his carefully contrived real
ism. The range of characters in Peter Cowan's 
stories and novels is not large—indeed, his 
range is in all respects narrow, so that over 
many years his work remains remarkably un
varied—and then tend to exist as recurrent 
types. In each tale there is usually one con
sciousness which is closest to the author's, un
derstandably enough, but it often happens that 
the thoughts and expressions attributed to this 
character are implausible. We know them to be 
characteristic of Mr Cowan; they are hardly 
credible as typical of the figures in the stories. 

The chief index to this disparity between a 
character and his putative thoughts and feel
ings is the way he or she talks. Mr Cowan's 
sense of language is not strong, and so he 
has, for instance, a habit of intruding into a 
passage of flat but credible dialogue a word or 
phrase which strikes one as highly unlikely for 
the character speaking it. In 'Film', a woman 

who otherwise uses expressions like 'quite a 
nice room', 'a special night', 'the magic wears 
off', says of herself at the films that she is 
'living vicariously'. In 'Party' a young farmer 
who has studied accountancy but never reads 
books says he is 'just literate'. In Seed, a 
schoolboy, Nigel, is put in possession of an im
plausible range of sensations and the vocabu
lary to express them, at least to himself. 

I said above that Peter Cowan's characters 
and stories are credible. This is true of the 
stories despite their recurrent violence; the 
author does in fact convey to us the sense 
that the end result of suburban tidiness and 
urban industry may be madness, murder and 
destruction. The quota of violent action is high, 
and yet beUevable. Of the characters it might 
be more accurate to say they are 'recognisable' 
than 'credible', for we hardly know any of 
them deeply. 

Insofar as we do know them, assent is poss
ible to much of what is said of the dreariness 
and pointlessness of their lives. But many of 
Mr Cowan's attitudes—his automatic criticism 
of suburbia, fihns, city life—strike me as rather 
voulu; like his outcry against the developers, 
one feels he first got it from a book, that he 
is merely repeating modish views. 

If this is so, he is not working with the thew 
and sinew of Australian life but with the pre
conceptions and misunderstandings of the 'in
tellectuals'. In this respect he does remind one 
of Patrick White. Peter Cowan is a gentler soul 
than White; his picture of Perth in Seed is 
several degrees less sharp than the savage de
piction of Sarsaparilla. But the essential incom
prehension is similar, so that one has to say of 
both novelists that they do not really know the 
people they write of. 

In the end, then, I believe one values Peter 
Cowan for what he attempts rather than what 
he succeeds in. He tries, without mystification 
or pomp, to understand and render the quo
tidian life of mid-century Austraha; to recreate 
in fiction the lives of his countrymen honestly 
and accurately; to image forth the look of the 
land, the water, the birds, the animals, the 
people. If it is a dull, monotonous rendering 
this is at least partly because in his vision of 
Australia these are the authentic quaUties of 
our life: we have deserted the land with its 
natural rhythms, its peace, and its wild Ufe, 
and immured ourselves in ugly cities. The price 
we pay (he seems to suggest) is a withering 
of the spirit. 

But it is also partly, I am sure, because of 
the incompleteness of his vision and of his 
equipment to render it. The savour, vigour and 
genuine happiness of our life he does not ade-
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quately convey, so that his characters are often 
stiff, self-conscious, bookish and sombre where 
they should be relaxed, good-humoured and 
contented. Whether the absence from Mr 
Cowans fictions of gaiety, optimism and 
humour is the result of temperament or doc
trine one cannot know; but it deprives them of 
impact and veracity. We recognise but do not 
inhabit his joyless world. 

Wordsworth and the Artist's Vision: An Essay 
in Interpretation. Alec King, The Athlone 
Press, the University of London, 1966. Pp. 181. 

Professor King's book, Wordsworth and the 
Artist's Vision, is both novel and interesting. 
Much of both the novelty and the interest lies 
in Professor King's attitude which is neither 
that of the philosophic historian nor strictly 
that of the Hterary critic. What he offers in
stead is a series of insights set against a back
ground of artistic experience and religious tra
dition. 

The central insight is into the nature of 
Wordsworth's vision (and "vision" here has an 
entirely proper ambiguity). There has been 
some interest lately in the sort of abnormal 
consciousness that Blake seems to describe, 
and there have even been experiments in de
liberate derangement, such as Aldous Huxley's 
with mescahne, but as Northrop Frye dryly 
remarks, this is not precisely what Blake meant 
by "cleansing the doors of perception". Pro
fessor King opens a much more suggestive and 
important line by making clear the similarity 
between Wordsworth's description of the vision 
(and its consequences) and descriptions of ar
tistic vision by a number of major painters. 
For both this vision arises out of the inter
action of the outer world and the inner life. 
"The so-called distortions of the painter's art 
are the sign that he is not describing nature 
but an active relationship in which the union 
of the personal and the objective is rhythmic
ally delighted in". True sight, in fact, is also 
insight. 

This comparison, of course, puts the Vision 
firmly where Wordsworth himself placed it, in 
the physical and mental act of seeing. Here 

Professor King quotes Matisse, "to see is itself 
a creative operation, requiring an effort". At 
the same time this act by which the forms of 
the outward world enrich the inner life is, for 
both Wordsworth and the artists, the act of 
discovering the life of the world and the divine 
which is in it (Professor King rightly remarks 
that in this context "God" is not the poetically 
appropriate word). 

From this the book moves to deal, in suc
cessive chapters, with Wordsworth's descrip
tions of the life of the world and the mind, 
with moral being, and with childhood and the 
state of grace. The exposition itself is not radic
ally new but the understanding which Pro
fessor King draws from his experience of 
visual art and from his sensitivity to the im
plications of religious feeling make his account 
very real and illuminating. He then goes on 
to relate Wordsworth's simple style to his 
feeling for 'things' and makes an interesting 
comparison between his style and the sculp
tural style of Henry Moore. Oddly, he does 
not here treat the style Wordsworth uses for 
his more visionary landscapes, and earlier re
marks that the apocalyptic vision on the Simp-
Ion Pass is "consciously in the style of 'The 
Sublime School' ", though the chapter in which 
this occurs brings out very powerfully the 
apocalyptic quality of the Vision itself. 

A further chapter relates Wordsworth's style 
to his sensitiveness to the inner life of feeling 
and a final chapter, relating Wordsworth to the 
changes that came before and after him in 
scientific and religious thought, argues strongly 
for his relevance to our own day. 

The book is easily and gracefully written, 
but its greatest virtue is its focus. It brings 
out in Wordsworth's poetry those things which 
the poet himself placed at the centre, and its 
understanding of the poet is never eccentric. 
It is infinitely more successful in its attempt to 
show Wordsworth as relevant today than were, 
for instance, the attempts of the American 
latter-day transcendentalists to revive the 
Wordsworth of 1805 and after as a pro
fessional philosopher. It clarifies Wordsworth 
without distorting him and among its other 
virtues, it should be a most useful book with 
undergraduates, because it grounds his mean
ing in experience. At the same time, it is per
haps a compliment rather than a complaint 
that Professor King's comparatively short 
study makes one want to go behind it and 
beyond it. One thing one notices is that the 
artists quoted here, and there are many of 
them, range in time only from Delacroix to 
Matisse and Chagall, and that the theologian 
named is the Bishop of Woolwich (who can 
presumably be taken as embracing the radical 
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theological developments of the last hundred 
years). One wonders how much we are deal
ing with a single tradition near the beginning 
of which Wordsworth stands, and what exactly 
is the direction of the relationship between 
belief and artistic experience. Did earlier ar
tists and poets (and perhaps mystics) have 
experiences of just this kind? The interesting 
pages in Professor King's final chapter in 
which he brings out the essential scientific, and 
perhaps theological, modernity of Words
worth's concept of human and natural being 
seem to beg this question. 

It is also perhaps not part of Professor 
King's brief to mention any of the changes 
which Wordsworth's ideas underwent towards 
the end of his golden decade, or of the prob
lems that this can cause in a reading of his 
work. This hardly matters in The Prelude 
where the hints of change in some of the later 
books are half-hearted and Wordsworth re
turns in the end to "a world with light and 

life informed/Actual, divine and true," but it 
does trouble one in Professor King's otherwise 
fine reading of the Immortality Ode. Whether 
or not that poem can fairly be carped at, as 
it sometimes is, for muddled thought, yet the 
discrepancies between the statements and the 
beginning and end are part of a personal 
drama, caught in the contrast between the 
poem's two flowers, the pansy telling of lost 
glory and that flower which brings the 
thoughts that, with magnificent ambiguity, "lie 
too deep for tears". Taking the poem's con
solatory phrases at their face value can here 
mean missing some of the tragic complexities 
of feeling that found their way into the poem 
as hesitations of rhythm or ambiguities of 
phrase. But this is, of course, away from the 
book's main theme. Its length and depth of 
treatment are fully satisfying for its purposes, 
though one can hope that these cavills will 
move Professor King to write further. 

H. W. PIPER. 

DAME MARY GILMORE LETTERS 

Professor T. Inghs Moore is preparing a selection of letters of Dame 
Mary Gilmore, and will be glad if readers v̂ ĥo hold letters from 
Dame Mary would kindly forward the letters or copies of them to 
him, at Department of Enghsh, Australian National University, Box 
4, P.O., Canberra, A.C.T. Copies will be made of selected letters and 
the originals returned as soon as practicable by registered mail. In 
some cases the correspondents may wish to give any necessary ex
planations of matters in the letters. Any information will also be 
welcomed as to the whereabouts of any letters written by Dame 
Mary. 
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IF YOU DON T KNOW HOW 
DON'T DO IT 

• ELECTRICAL FATALITIES 
ARE CAUSED BY 

« Amateur electrical repairs. 

0 Meddling with appliances. 

0 Wrongly wired or loosely connected plugs. 

« Makeshift extension leads. 

BE WISE - PLAY SAFE 

Get a competent tradesman to do the job. 

Issued by: 

THE STATE ELECTRICITY CONMISSION 
OF WESTERN A U S T R A L I A 



JOHN KEATS 
Bronze cast from a life mask 

a heap 

Of camlied apple, quince, and plum, and gourd; 

With jellies soother than the creamy curd, 

And lucent syrops, tinct with cinnamon; 

Manna and dates, in argosy transferr'd 

From Fez; and spiced dainties, every one. 

From silken Samarcand to cedar d Lebanon. 

from THE EVE OF ST. AGXES 
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